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BISHOP McEWEN HONORED — Holding
397.1201 a plaque presented to him on a night given
In his honor last week in Mason Temple is
Bishop A. B. McE'sven, one ot the first min-
isters ordained and licensed to preach by
the founder of the Church of God In Christ.
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removal of three members'Committee has not yet estab-
from the Community Action
Committee.
According to Mr. Berry,
Asi' The press report of Septem-
ber 29 Mr. Ingram stated that
this action was taken to com-
ply with a request of the Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity.''
Mr. Berry states, "Such a
statement, if accurately quot-
ed, is not correct, and is an
erroneous interpretation of any-
thing expressed during our con-
ference."
In answer to the Mayor's
question as to whether 0E0
wanted anyone removed, re-
placed or named to the Com-
mittee, "Our answer was that
there was no necessity for
changing the present represen-
tative character of the tem-
porary. Committee," said Mr.
Berry.
He added, "We did empha-
size, however, that in the es-
tablishment of the permanent
governing hoard, a method or
*process be provided whereby
organizations, groups and areas
to be represented would parti-
cipate in identifying and select-
ing such representation."
In his attack on the Mayor's
THE NEW
Tri-State Defendort",
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
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left are Bishop Lewis Ford, of southwest
Arkansas; Mrs. A. B. McEwen, an uniden-
tified church official, and Bishop .1. 0. Pat-
terson, Sr. While in the city, Bishop Ford
made plans for the Convocation of the
church, which will begin this sear on Nov.
9. (Withers Photo)
a MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
----a ARKANSAS
Search For Fifth Viet Memphians Still Dying
Victim Reveals Hoax On Viet Nam Battlefields
day morning, when a women,
who identified herself as the
mother of another soldier serv-
ing in the same company as
Pfc. Claude Talbert, Jr , call-
ed the home of the area's la-
test victim in Viet Nam and told
his sister, Miss Christine Tal-
bert, "I sympathize with you.
I am the mother of Thomas
Wardlow, one of your brother's
buddies, and I know how you
feel, since I have been inform-
ed that my son was killed at
he same time."
The family was shocked, be.
cause some of Talbert's sisters
had been receiving letters from
a soldier named Thomas Ward.
low, who said he was from
North Memphis. that he had
attended Manassas High school,
and that by coincidence, he
and young Talbert had the
same pastor, Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, and that he was a
member of Pilgrim Rest Bap-
tist church.
Dr. Brewster serves as pas-
tor of Pilgrim Rest as well as
East Trigg Baptist church,
where Pfc. Talbert had been a
member of the young people's
choir.
.ITENDED MANASSAS
It \VHS about 10 o'clock Sun- 'Wardlow and a city dire •t New Park Cemetery. Willianla
Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Aside from his parents, he is
survived by three brothers and
nine sisters.
They are Clarence Edward
Talbert and Sidney J. Talbert
of the South address; James
William Talbert; Mrs. Fredreno
Roby, Nashville; Mrs. 011iphine
Dotson, Miss Christine Talbert,
Miss Louise Talbert, Miss ffat-
ricia Talbert, and Miss Beverly
Ann Talbert, all of the South
address; Mrs. Bessie Goodman,
732 E. Trigg, anti Mrs. Lillie
Walk, 972 McLemore.
The family did not know when
the vietim's body was slated to
arrive in Memphis.
Willis Writes Mayor Lensman Hurt" re':orZekat w:Isaninesasdaes olni gthhe
On Poverty War
By Youth A school, and it was learned thatt a student by the name of 'Tho-
mas Wardlow had entered Ma-
Ga. Bus Site n.esses back in 1956 front Grant , u
' -Steirileliie-silitilative A. W. not represent the NAACP Oti the,w. iC.eRAWF"DVILLE' (la —
. . 
.
.. - •. . .
Willis in a recent statement to n t ymiths here shoved a
Mayor Ingrain called the May- and "The truth th:emmnia tteee!camere into a newsmen's face
or's approach to the Anti-Pov- is there can be no represent:Avhile he was filming an un-
erty Program. "morally and lion from groups unless the 
successful attempt by Negroes
legally wrong." groups themselves do the se- to board school buses 
here.
Columbia Broadcasting Sys-Mr. Willis quoted Mr. In- ee ing." tern (CBS) cameraman Laurengrant's campaign statement, In what he calls "basic hon.'Pierce had turned his cameraS"Nothing is politically right esty", Mr. Willis states that he toward a 13 year old waitingVW which is legally or morally could not represent an organ. to board the buses. Suddenly
wrong." lied group without having beer,' the boy reached up, grabbed
He added in his statements to chosen by the group." Pierce's camera and shoved it
the Mayor, "Power corrupts, Mr. Willis concludes that hard against his face.
absolute power corrupts ab. "Whether on the Committee, orj Blood flowed freely from a
solutely." off," he "stands ready to join" ,cut on Pierce's nose. The un-
Mr. Willis said that he is, with the Mayor "at any time identified youth then ran into
"deeply committed to the Pres-I,in a proper and democratic ap- ,a building where other white
ident's Anti-Poverty Program."' proach to the Anti-Poverty Pro-
Ile also added that he did' gram in Memphis."
- —
0E0 Official Questions upset.
"He's just a boy, you know,"
the sheriff said.
Mayor's Action On CAC day wasof r a etihaei protests s teso ni ns e curtai vwe.
lordville, where Monday nightIn a recent letter to Mayor authority in the issue, Mr. Ber- ra mile-long line of singingIngram, Theodore M. Berry,ry, further stated in his letter Negroes marched through towndirector of Community Action to Mr. Ingram, "Since the to the courthouse square whereProgram aitacked the Mayor's 'temporary Community Action Ku Klux Klansmen, held back
by state troopers, stood whist-lished any by-laws, it appears ling "Dixie."
doubtful that you as Chairman In the bus-boarding attempt
would exercise the authority to 15 Negro students stood in
remove any member without groups of twos near a line of
approval of the Committee."
It is concluded by Mr. Berry
that the Mayor's removal was the buses were loading white
"in the exercise of his power students, a teenage Negro girl
as Mayor under the Commis- shouted "let's go" and the other
sion Resolution of August 17 Negro youngsters raced toward
which authorized the Mayor to the police lines. Several of them
appoint a Community Action attempted "end runs."
Committee 'whose duties shall  
be defined by the Mayor and
the members of which shall
serve at the will and pleasure
of the Mayor."
According to Mr. Berry, with
reference to the employment of
personnel, "a condition of the
program development grant IT
quires that a biography must
be furnished 0E0 within thirFy
days of the appointment of an).
new staff director."
As of October 1, Mr. Berr
stated that "This information
has not been provided" since
the resignation of Mrs. Coe.
Mr. Berry also stated that
according to Mr. Ingram. "The
Committee had not approved
the employment of her succes-
sor."
NAACP To Launch 2nd
'Social Belle' Contest
state troopers who blocked them
from the bus loading zone. As
The second annual ''Miss So- soring contestants should con-
tact headquarters as soon ascial Belle" contest is about to be,
possible.launched and teenaged girls in, 
IShe said her committee will;
terested in being contestants 'supply interested clubs with
should contact the "Miss Social contestants if necessary.
Belle" headquarters at 234 Her- Cash prizes will be given to
nando (525-6057). the top three contestants and ,
The contest is sponsored by the clubs sponsoring them,
the local NAACP, with Mrs. E.)Mrs. Osborne revealed.
ftl.orene Osborne serving as! The NAACP plans closing the
Contest with a big affair atWchairman.
Mrs. Osborne said social and laub Paradise on the night of
civic clubs interested in spon- Nov. 19.
Elementary school, and that ht.
had quit in 1957.
His addrest was given as 329
N. Second St., but on arriving
there it was discovered that
the building had been razed.
School records did list his mo-
ther's name as Mrs. Lizzie
Filth ia may
living at that ad., amilton High Gradgave her address as 514 N.
dress said they had never
heard of Mrs. Wardlow, but
the family in the other side of
the double tenant house said Victim  •Mrs. I.izzie Wardlow had lived Area s Latest
at the address until she died
two years ego.
They referred a Tri-State
Defender representative to the
home of Rev. and Mrs. E. L.
Long, the soldier's aunt and
uncle. %vim became disturbed„
because they said his wife liv.i
ed just around the corner from
them, and that she had not in-'
formed thei» that anything had!
happened to a soldier who had'
lived with them at one time.
CHECKED RED CROSS
The soldier's wife, Mrs. Rosa:
Wardlow, said that she had not
received any word about her
husband's death in Viet Nam,
and she rushed off to call the
local office of the American
Red Cross, where she was in-
formed that the report must be
false-if she had not gotten no-
tice al it by telegram.
A theck was made with the
Pentagon through Congressman
George Grider's office, and the
Defense Department reported
it had no word of a Thomas
Wardlow having been killed in
Viet Nam.
They did reveal that a soldier
named Wardlow Partee was
killed in the recent fighting in
10
record on. his next of kin or
ii here htfithed lived before en-
tering Ott service. ..
Mrs. Wardlow said her hus-
band was a member of the
same company Pfc. Talbert
had served in up until he was
killed last Friday.
The war in Viet Nam was
felt again within the past week
when another Memphis family
was notifed that a son and a
, brother had been killed in the
'war in that Southeast Asia
!count ry.
The victim was Claude Tal.
bert, Jr., 18-year-old son of
,Mr. and Mrs. Claude Talbert,
Sr. of 1392 South Avenue.
According to a sister. Miss
Christine Talbert, her brother
was on a 'kill and destroy" mis-
sion at the time of his death,
'and his unit had stopped
to rest when the Viet Cong at-
tacked and "wiped out his
unit."
-We received information
that he was killed by small
arms fire." she said. The'
young soldier was a 1964 grad-
uate ot Hamilton High School
and enlisted in the Army the
sante year, He was a para-
trooper in the 101st Airborne
Division and was stationed at
Port Campbell, Ky., before
leaving the United States.
ASKED FOR CAMERA
Miss Talbert said the family
had received letters front her
brother about an hour before
the telegram came from the De-
partment of Defense informing
them that the youth had been
slain.
In hiSlefte'r:Atte asked that,
they cni him a sma camera
and some film so that he could
get pictures of Viet Nam to be
sent back home and placed in
a scrapbook "on my time in
Viet Nam."
Miss Talbert also stated that
her brother had requested that
some canned goods, cookies,
and pre-sweetened mix for
'drinks be sent him, and that a
Soiree In Castalia At Hamilton High School,package was en route.
3 Shot At Teens
A party to raise funds for tried to crash the party and
students waited for the buses, one of the homecoming contes• was refused admittance, he
Sheriff M. B. Moore told tants at Hamilton high school went off and returned with An
Pierce, a veteran of racial cov-i derson, who had concealed a
h h t ,was broken up early last Tues. sawed-off shotgun in one trou-in 
day night after a 20-year-old ser leg.
When Anderson and the otheryouth replied to some rock-
throwers with a blast from his
sawed-off shotgun.
Arrested for assault to mur-
der in the wounding of three
;boys in front of 1915 Ferber in
I the Castalia Heights commun.
ity was James Luther Ander-
son alias ''Little Joe," of 1831
Castalia.
Police said Mrs. Birdie Lee
Parson's 17. year-old daughter
had been giving a party to
raise funds for another girl
seeking the title of "Miss Ham-
ilton High School" during the
school's homecoming game,
and that some 50 children were
present.
When one boy came up and
youth were refused admission
a second time, they started
walking off and were rocked
by some of the boys standing
in front of the house where' the
party was in session.
Anderson pulled the gun from
its hiding place and fired once
in the direction of the teen-
agers.
Three boys were struck in
the face by the shotgun pellets.
They were James II. Eweing,
17, of 2052 Wahash: Don Law-
rence, 18, of 2119 Erie; and
Floyd McKinney, 18, of 2154
E. Persons.
Following an investigation by
Homicide Lt. J. P. Talley, An-
derson was arrested and char-
ged with assault to murder.
131, r;..,
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FIRE PRFVENTIONWEEK
OCI. 3 • 9
FIRE PREVENTION SPEAKER — Fire Prevention Week
was observed nationwide from Oct. 3-9, and that was the
subject of a talk given by Inspector N. G. Howell before
the Georgia Elementary school PTA last Wednesday. Parti ,
cipants on the--"Ket's P ee se r ve Our Community Through
Fire Prevention,",are, from left, Andrea Simpson, nho
read a composition on fire prevention, Mrs. Erline Harper.
director of a harmony hand, Mrs. Jacqueline Hawkins, who
where he played first trumpet
in the senior band, Bandmaster
Thomas Doggett recalled the
youth as a "serious-minded"
student, with great potentials.
At Hamilton, he was also an
officer in the National Defense
Cadet Corps. He was a member
of East Trigg Baptist Church,
and belonged to the young
people's choir. lie was home on
furlough in August, just before
his unit was sent over to Viet
Nam.
Unlike three previous Shelby
County casualties of the Viet
Nam conflict, Pfc. Talbert will
not be buried in National Cem-
etery, but in a family plot in
Gregory Says Negroes Dying:
Give Freedoms Denied To Them
"It's very difficult to send a
Negro boy to Viet Nam to guar-
antee foreigners instant free-
dom, when his black kids have
to get theirs on the installment
Plan," said Negro comedian
Dick Gregory on "The Mike
Douglas Show" this week.
Gregory, who considers him-
self "a comedian by vocation,
a worker for constitutional
rights as an American," was
interviewed by Mike Douglas
about his feelings on the cur-
gave scripture and prayer; Mrs. Melia Shannon, princi-
pal of the school; Phillip Dean, assistant principal, who in.
troduced the speaker; Insp. Howell, Mrs. Calverta Ish-
mael, PTA president; Mrs. Gloria H. Ward, who recited
a poem; Miss Margaret Bland, who presented a solo, "The
Lord's Prayer," Marva Gossett, who also read a composi-
tion on fire prevention. (Reese Photo)
rent civil rightS crisis.
lie concentrated most of his
comments on the relationship
between the Negro and the
armed services, and repeated
his controversial comment that,
"I wonder what the reaction
would be of a Negro soldier in
Viet Nam who found out that
his mother had been killed in
Watts for stealing a television
set?"
Gregory went on to answer
Mari Douglas' charge of pos-
sible exaggeration on the part
of Negroes concerning police
brutality by saying, "When
Seven juvenile boys, three fif-
teen years old, two 16, and two
17, have been arrested and two
of them charged with assault
to murder in two incidents in-
volving three persons in the
Douglass community.
The victim in the first at-
tack, James Pope 16, of 2969
Shannon St. received serious
head injuries on the night of
Sept. 30, while standing on the
corner of Warford and Wren.
He was beaten on the head
with a car jack handle by the
Yottths, who then fled in an au-
tomobile, leaving him lying on
the sidewalk.
On the following night, the
gang members drove into the
area and attacked Sydney Tall,
22, and his brother, Joe Tall,
19, of 1592 Sunset St. as the two
were walking with some girls
near the corner of Mt. Olive
and I,ake Grove.
The older of the two young
men was struck over the head
with a soft drink bottle, while
, the'youter was stabbed in the
i hip, while" both attempted torun from the scene.As thee( sought to flees the
twenty-two million people 'start
telling the same lie, you'd bet-
ter start listening to it. The cop
in the white neighborhood, is.
like a foreign army of oeetipa-
tion in a Negro neighborhood."
Gregory ended by repeating
the statement, "As far as killing
goes, I'd die for America --but
I won't kill for anybody. And
as far as killing goes, the day
I'd go to Viet Nam' and kill
somebody, I'd first go to Mis-
sissippi and get that sherialhat
spit in my wife's face." -
The program will be seen in
Memphis on Monday, Nov. I.
Douglass
„-..
gang members chased them
and one hit Sydney over the
head with a sawed-off shotgun,
and all fled in the car which
fit the description of the ono
used by the gang which visaed
the area on the previous night.
An investigation WAS made
by J. G. Ferguson of the Mem-
icide Division, and all seven of
the boys were arrested.
Two of the boys identified as
those who attacked the Polk
boy have been charged with as.
Iseult to murder. The other five
have been charged with disor-
derly conduct.
Your guests are
expecting to meet
the Smooth Canadian
at your party.
Be prepared. Offer the whisky
that does what no other
one can—defines smooth once
t1 ii
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If you're a sixth grader, the
United States Government
wants to know:
"Who acts as your father?"
You have eight alternative
answers: "My real father who
is living at home, my real
father who is not living at
concerning the lack of avail-
ability of equal educational
opportunities for individuals
by reason of race, color, re-
ligion or national origin. . ."
The Office of Education de-
cided on a sampling of young
sters in the first, third, sixth
ninth and lath grades in select
ed cities throughout the coon
home, my step father, a foster try.
father, a grandfather, other re- The educational testing serv-
lative, other adults, no one." ice of Princeton. N. J., was se-lected to draw up the questions.
This is one of 214 questions In the tests prepared for sixth
being asked by the U. S. Office graders, 160 questions sought to
measure a child's educational
level. The 54 other questions
asked students to talk about
themselves. Such as:
—Think now who you would
like most to have as your class-
mates. How many would be
white?
—"People like me don't have
— would help them in trying much of a chance to be sue-
to give every American child cessful in life. (Agree or dis-
agree).
Hiram Williams, a Negro
guidance specialist in Chica-
go's schools, who favored the
rejection said "the few ques-
tions so far revealed seem to
be loaded questions." In Ala'
barns, State Education Supt.
Austin R. Meadows said the
Civil Rights Act "nowhere au-
thorizes testing of pupils in the
public schools."
Such rebels may be in the
minority, but some school sys-
tems which have agreed to con-
duct the tests have had reser-
of Education. It is doing so
under the terms of the Civil
Rights Act 01 8961. At the start,
the federal education officials
hoped that 900,000 students in
5,300 public schools — five per
cent of the nation's students
equal chance for education.
But in almost 20 cities in-
cluding Los Angeles and Chica-
go, the questions aren't being
asked.
Rejection of the examina-
tions by these cities came after
Chicago School Supt, Benjamin
C. Willis said he didn't want
he tests because the Office of
Education ordered $34 million
n federal funds earmarked for
Chicago schools withheld. The
reason, the government said, vations.
was "probable non-compli- New Orleans School Supt.
ance" with the Civil Rights Dolce said "we will administer
Act. the tests, but we're reviewing
It was rumored that Willis'Ine questions to see if there's
rejection of the tests triggered anything that should not be ad-
he governm,ent's action to re- ministered . . . we're looking
lease the funds although the at a few questions which per-
Office of Education has denied tam to family life."
It. The Office of Education,
T h e government's touchy while acknowledging the dis-
uestionnaire was inspired by sidents, said the test program
the Congress. In Title IV of the was going successfully none-
Civil Rights Act, the U.S. Com- theless. The refusal of some
missioner of Education is order- large cities to take part makes
ed to: the results of the survey slight
"Conduct a survey and make ly less useful,. but certainly
a report to the President and not a failure, a spokesman
Congress within two years . . . said.
Now the screen blazes
with the story based on the
blistering best-seller!
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'It's Business
As Usual'
For President
BURKE GIVES BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
Atlantic Records hit maker Solomon Burke starred at the
Immaculate Heart of Mary Church benefit held recently
at Lake Charles, La. This is the first time that the Lake
Charles Church Benefit has used only one performer as
the star of the show which has a long tradition.
Dandridge's Will Reveals
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — A
notebook which had scribbled
on one of its pages "to whom-
ever discovers me" and which
also predicted the manner of
her death, served as Dorothy
Dandridge's last will and testa-
ment.
It was filed for probate in
Superior Court, Monday a docu-
ment which served as the last
evidence of a tragic life that
ended Sept. 8 of rare but natural
causes. It is Miss Dandridge's
only will.
Atty. William Spivak calls the
will one of the most unusal he
has ever seen but perfectly legal.
It reads:
"In case of my death — to
whom ever discovers it — don't
remove anything I have on —
scarf, gown, or other (crossed
out) underwear. Cremate me
right away — if I have anything,
money or furniture, give them
to my mother, Ruby Dandridge.
She will know what to do.
Dorothy Dandridge."
The beautiful actress wrote
the note last May and turned it
over to her long time manager
Earl Mills, with these words:
"You keep it Earl, because
I know you will be the one who
discovers me."
Mills was the one.
Describing the day he found
her, Mills said:
"Dorothy was late for an ap-
pointment. I couldn't reach her
by phone so I went to her apart-
ment. The door was unlocked
but I knew she was in there
because the chain was bolted.
So I broke down the eoor."
The 41-year-old singer, was
sprawled on the bathroom
floor of her West Hollywood
apartment.
"All she had on was a blue
scarf around her neck," said
Mills. "It was one of the items
of clothing she mentioned in the
note.
Mills couldn't carry out the
cremation she wanted because
the circumstances of here death
demanded an autopsy. There it
was found that the fracture of
a tiny bone in her foot released
particles of bone marrow into
her bloodstream, causing an
embolism.
"Dorothy was bankrupt, too."
said Mills.
Schenley Unveils
Its Holiday Line
More than 1,200 retailers,
distributors and newsmen from
the Chic'ago area attended the
season's first Yule party to un-
veil its new holiday line spon-
sored by Schenley Industries,
Inc., in the Edgewater Beach
Hotel.
Schenley has moved its holi-
day promotion ahead five
lweeks, according to Howard
f Feldman, executive vice presi-
dent of Affiliated Distillers
lBrands Corp., Schenley's mar-
SALE GOOD
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MAYTAG FLOOR  SALESAMPLE
First Come —
First Served!
This special
event starts
Oct. 8th.
Floor Samples.
One of a kind.
Some Scratched.
All new and
ready to go.
NO
MONEY
DOWN
ist
PAYMENT
NEXT YEAR
FEB, '66
10 Servic•
Truck'
*quipped
with 2.wery
raffle
service
BOTH STORES OPEN 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. DAILY
keting subsidiary, in a bid to
capture a larger share of this
seasonal market.
The holiday season is expect-
ed to account for expenditures
of about 951,680,250 for alcohol-
ic beverages in Chicago this
year, and for about $141,007,5eir
in Illinois, Feldman told the
Schenley "Holiday Mart" audi-
ence.
The Metropolitan Chicago
area is expected to be one of
the fastest-growing markets in
the nation over the next five
years, he said.
Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
WASHINGTON, (UPI) — pre-
sident Johnson didn't let his
"most unpleasant night" of re..
cuperation prevent him Mon-
day from carrying out an ex-
tended review of foreign and
domestic problems which cross
his desk on a typical White
House day.
Viet Nam . . . The stir of
Africa caused by Rhodesia's
threat to become independedr,46161
of Britain . . . Senate deba
on the right-to work repeal hi
— these were some of the top- -'0411111
ics Mr. Johnson went over Mon- In
day with Vice President HubertA
It Humphrey and members of%
the Presidential staff.
T h e President's recovery
from his gall bladder and kith' "Seilo
ney stone surgery last Friday Awe
was described as "right on .414
schedule." For the first time
since his operation, he took a
few unassisted steps in his
third floor suite of the Bethesda
Naval Hospital.
However, his morning was
restless a n d uncomfortable.
White House Press secretary
Bill D. Moyers said this was
because doctors took the Pre-
sident off the mild pain-lessen-
ing sedation he had been given
since Friday.
"And as doctors will tell you,"
Moyers added, "it is about this
time in a patient's recovery
from major surgery when he
experiences his most discom-
fort."
Removal of the President(
from sedation was "considered
routine," Moyers said, and his
discomfort and restlessness
were thus "not unexpected."
Moyers told reporters at mid,
day that Mr. Johnson, who
awoke at 6 a.m. Chicago time
still was being fed intravenous-
y but was taking "small
amounts of soft food" and his
diet gradually would be increas.
He added:
"A second tube in the Pre-
sident was removed this morn-
ing from the region where the
gall bladder had been located.
"The doctors advised me that
his blood pressure, activities of
the heart, respiration all are
normal.
"The doctors did advise him
that they must insist he take
every opportunity to rest, that
he maintain a very minimun
schedule for the next fewf•
weeks, and that he hold hist
official callers to a minimum."
The average hospital stay for
a patient who has undergone
gall bladder surgery is la to
14 days. Johnson, in a talk to
reporters on Sunday, appeared
willing to heed the doctors'
advice and stay in Bethesda for
a while.
During the morning, Mr.
Johnson conferred for 55 minu-
tes with Humphrey — the Vice
President's second visit in two
days.
Asked whether he would come
every day, Ilumphrey replied
lightly that he would "when-
ever he have something to talk
about. I always like to come.
up and give the President a
word of good cheer. We seem
to get along very well together.,".
.!!'?h,2
Among Thel
Stars
Negro Press International -14 ri
I'm a notorious note writer.
Anytime I see, hear. or smell
anything that reminds me Of
news. I write a cottonpickin
note Then, when column time
rolls around, I empty out ray
pockets and try to get enough
items to make a cohesive,
readable masterpiece.
This week, however, I am
emptying out my pockets so I
can stop looking like a young
bear. Do you know that I some-
times gain as much as 41
pounds a week in just notes
that I stuff into pockets, socks,
-shoes, etc.
So, from the tattered pocketill.
of an itinerant entertainment
editor comes.
Pearl Bailey, along with
hubby Louis Bellson, was book-
ed into the plush Toast of the
Town cafe in London. The
strenuous performances f o r
which she is now famous may
very well be the prime cause
of permanent damage to the
health of this veteran trouper.
"Slow down, Pearlie Mae," all
her friends are saying to her.
Duke Ellington was graceful
and reverent in his recent con-
cert at Grace Cathedral in San
Francisco. An overflow crowd
of 1,500 gave the Duke and his
Ellingtonians a standing ova,-
tlon despite the often terrilfhl
acoustics of the church. Which
comes to the Down Beat bash. •
The sound, in Festival Corner
of Soldier Field, was most lastA
— at least to those of us whc14
sat right down front.
On Oct. 1
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ed. Activities will start at 2:30
p.m. on Tuesday with a panel
discussion, the topic of which
will be "Perspective on Higher
Education in a Period of Tran-
sition."
Bishop Salter has served the
Methodist church in many ca-
pacities. He has done world-
wide travel and has been a
featured speaker on several
national television and radio
programs.
Bishop Corson serves the
Methodist observers to the
Vatican Council and serves as
11TURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1965
News About
scouting
BOY SCOUT CAMPOREE
On Oct. 16-17, the Central District of the Chickasaw Coun-
cil of the Boy Scouts will hold a fall camporee in the William
Foote Homes Park. This inner-city camporee is for the
purpose of providing boys in less chance areas the oppor-
tunity to gain scouting skills that are needed to build citizen-
ship and character.
DEN MOTHER OF MONTH
Mrs. Catherine Howell of Pack 176, LeMoyne Gardens, was
selected by scouters of the Central District as "Den Mother
of the Month" for October.
Mrs. Howell spearheaded a drive using her
Cub Scouts to collect clothing, food and many
other items for needy families in the New
Orleans area who were made destitute by
the damage caused by Hurricane Betsy.
The boys loaded the goods on wagons and
carried them to the local fire station.
Mrs. Howell was commended by the fire
chief for her good works, and urged to con-
tinue her civic efforts.
ROUND TABLE NEWS
Mrs.. Howell Bill Jones, chairman of the Round Table,
is very, happy about the success of the Central District Round
Table..
Says Mr. Jones, "If the attendance and training continues,
there is no doubt in my mind that our trained leaders will build
a better scouting program in the Central Disrict. 
Vivian Maylone, Rachel
176; Willie James, 139; George Valentine, 140; Mrs. Gloria op Students II onore Phillips, Carolyn Porter, BrendaCatherine Howell,Boy Scouters present and the troops they represented were TJohn Poston, 164; Mrs. M. Scott, 162; Mrs.  Miles, Patricia Payne, ArnettePryor ,Gloria Smith, James
McKinney, and Mrs. Bertha Sanders, 174. Stephens, Joyce Stidum, Sonja
Also James Gregory, 154; James E. Murrell, 176; James • 
'raylor, Walter Taylor, BennieShead, 145: Fred Todd, 127; Howard E. Taylor, William La- r:‘ague, Dorothy Thompson,
mar and Mrs. Lilla Hall, 102; Willie Edwards, Charles Gre-
gory, Boy Scout executive; James Stokes and Ernest Abrom.
DEFENDER
Rest Will Begin Its
Centennial Festivities
The Convocation introducing
the Centennial Year of Rust
college at Holly Springs, Miss.,
on Oct. 28-29 will feature two
Methodist bishops as guest
speakers.
Bishop Eugene Slater, presi-
dent of the Board of Education
of the Methodist Church, will
be the speaker for the dinner
at 6 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 28.
Bishop Fred Corson, vice
president of the Council of
World Service and Finance of
the Methodist Church, will de-
liver the address for the Con
vocation and dedication of thc
Lew science building on Fri-
uayamprning. Oct. 29, at 10:30.
AIR with the new science
building which is to be dedi-
Annual Honors Convocation
was sponsored Friday at Le-
Moyne by Kappa Beta chapter
of Alpha Kiwis Mu National
Honor Society and the college's
Honor Society.
Alpha Kappa Mu tapped five
from the student body for mem-
bership in the national organi-
zation—Miss Cathelia Barr,
Miss Claudia Walton, Louis
Harvey, Miss Mary Erby and
Miss Mary Maxine Gray.
Awards and dean's certifi-
e a •10  . cates were presented to high-Iwith a panel discussion on
"Teacher Education and the ranking students during the
convocation which wilt address-Changing Educational Scene." ' de by two LeMoyne graduates,Rust college is the oldest!
, Miss Sammie Williamson, En.'Methodist college traditionally , glish teacher at Hamilton High,operated by Negroes. The oh. 
and Mrs. Beatrice Luther, En-servance of the Centennial will glish teacher at Carver High.be during the 1966-67 academic
The speakers were presentedIyear.
by Miss Emily Pettigrew.
TAPS PROSPECTS
Miss Bennie Teague had the
honor of tapping the prospec-
tive members for Alpha Kappa
Mu. She is president of Kappa
Beta chapter.
Certificates were presentedcated. two residence halls for
students will be formally open- To Viet Nam •by Dean Lionel Arnold, and a-wards and scholarships were
announced by Dr. John C.
SAIGON — Thousands of Mickle, personnel counselor ati
combat troops from the famed the college.
First Infantry Division began Mrs. Velma R. McLemore,
chairman of the English delanding at the scenic seaport of
Vung Tau. 45 miles southeast tpoartzpehnat KatapLepaMomynue,wihsicahdcwisaosr,
of Saigon as part of the contin-I in charge of the convocation'
uing U.S. military buildup in program.
Viet Nam. Mrs. Mae I. Fitzgerald, col-
About 11,080 men coming lege librarian, is advisor to the
directly from Ft. Riley, Kan., LeMoyne Honor Society which
began arriving to join 4,000 honoredthe honor students
with retcptionimmediatelyother troops of the Big Red One following he convocation.
HONOR STUDENTS TAPPED — Kappa Beta chapter of
Alpha Kappa Mu National llonor Society tapped five Le-
Moyne students for membership in the organi..ition during
the college's annual Honors Convocation which featured
two LeMoyne graduates as speakers. Seated, left to right:
Mrs. Beatrice Luther, English teacher at Carver High, and
Thss Sammie Williamson, English teacher at Hamilton
Laymen's Day To
BP Observed At
Bethel Church
The Annual Laymen's Day
will be observed at the Bethel
United Presbyterian church at
1060 Mississippi blvd. church
on Sunday, Oct. 17, and the
guest speaker will be Rev. Paul
Smith, pastor of Berean Pres-
byterian church in St. Louis.
The theme for the day will
be "Go, Inspire From the
Book." Musk will be furnished
by the Bethel male chorus.
At a program at 4 p.m.,
James A. McDaniel, Jr., will
give an address and report on
his Se-month stay in Africa.
NI will be furnished by
the male choruses of Tree of
Life and Progressive Baptist
churches. The public is invited.
Leander H. Falls is council
secretary, and Rev. James A.
McDaniel, Sr., pastor of the
church.
president of the World Metho-
dist Council. He is an author
and lecturer.
The scheduled activities will
Another
11,000 GIs
who have already tasted corn-
bat.
The arrivals will boost the
total number of United States
troops in Viet Nam to more
than 140,000.
Combat-ready troops of the
"Big Red One" landed at Yung
Tan 37 miles southeast of Sai-
gon. A U.S. military spokesman
said the 15.000 man division
would join the divialon-size Ms.
Force and the Andy's lit Cav-1
alry Division as the major,
tine Corps Third Amphibious
forces in Viet Nam.
Elements of the 101st Au
borne Division killed 17 Viet
Cone in a one•day operationi
eight miles south of Qui Nhon,
270 miles northeast of Saigon.
The paratroopers also cap-
tured 10 Viet Cong suspects and
found a five-ton stockpile of
rice hidden ov the Communists
US. Navy planes from the I
carrier Oriskany attacked '
military barracks and several
bridges 65 miles south of
Hanoi, the North Vietnamese
capital. it was disclosed that
U.S. Air Force Fins Thunder
chiefs scattered 09,e00 propa
ganda leaflet, over the Red
River Delta riee-produring re-
gion not far from Hanoi. Wed
nesdav.
r
00.144.00.,,,,,,..e.,,,,o 0,400000.004.00.4,41
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ik. 771 E. GEORGIA AVE. 4
Certificates and awards were
based on grades earned during
the final semester of last school
year.
Receiving Dean's Certificates
were:
WITH HIGHEST HONOR
Cathelia Barr and Anne Marie
Ford,
WITH HIGH HONOR —I
Georgia Anderson, Margaret
Blum, Mary Maxine Gray,
Mary E. Holmes, Jacqueline
Johnson, Dorothy Morgan, Emi-
ly Pettigrew, James Robinson
and Barbara Wilson.
WITII HONOR — Howard
Averyhart, Maxine Barnes,
Mae Alice Brewer, Joseph
Campbell, Patricia Cotton, Pat-
High, the featured speakers, and Miss Cathalia Barr, one
of the five tapped by the national honor society. Standing,
left to right: Miss Bennie Teague, president of the college
chapter, and the other inductees — Miss Mary Maxine
Gray, Louis Harvey, Miss Claudia Walton and Miss Mary
Erby.
ricia Scurlock and Irene Turn-
er
OTHERS were — Carolyn
Banks, Havard Bishop, Marion
Brewer, Cynthia Ernst, Anita
I Curry, Roderick Diggs, Jr.,
' Mary Dortch, Mildred Doss,
Mary Erby, Freddie Foster,
Arbie Griffin, Barbara hence.
Eleanor Houtson, Alene Ingram,
Catherine Ivy, Delores Jordan,
Gloria Knox, Evelyn Lewis,
Ruth Lofton. Myron Lowry,
We can wrap it up
In seven words,
"Seagram's 7Crown
is The Sure One".
SEAGRAM GU RS CONPANT, kW YORK CllY. WADED WHiSta f 85 P5001.65% ON NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
ALBERGENE CONSTRUCTION AND
ROOFING CO.
222 West Brooks Rd 946•5734
Hew Horne Builder
R•mod•ling
Additions
Inteder
Exterior
Concrete Drives and Porches
1 to 20 Years to Pay
Conventional & F.H.A. Financing
Lowest Rate Of Interest
The ALL WEATHER ALUMINUM CAR PORCH
-NO PAINTING
NO RUSTING
LIFETIME BAKED ON
ENAMEL
DOUBLE CARPORT
We'll also lend up to SI 500 with repairs to pay up small bills.
CALL OR FREE ESTIMATE
Mr. Eugene Hunt•r — Mr. Albert Chri•tion
OM= 
annie Truchart, Rubysteine
Turner, Forestine Waddlington
Claudia Walton, Mildred Wig
eins, Nealy Williams and Jes
sic Mae Young.
(Awards and scholarship
were announced in an carlie
issue of this newspaper)
['age 3
Gov. Wallace I Memphis SoldierIn Spot, Goes
To High Court Cited In Japan
MONTGOMERY, Ala —(UP1)
1— The political fate of Gover-1 ZAMA, Japan — Specialist
nor George Wallace, now rest- Fourth Class Charles W. Pat.
mg in the hands of the Ala-, terson, sun of Mrs. Ludle Patsbailie Supreme Court, may be ..
decided early this week. fterson of 1648 Florida St., in
Wallace, who called a special Memphis. Tenn., was recently
1)would allow him to succeed him• 
pAchle:vteeidn en la at Celli. telaftlic:luti:rte tr.)sft
session to nof 
consider a 
Alabama
biLell gthaisla; res
U.S. Army Depot, Japan.
self, was unable to muster
enough votes to shut off a Sen-
ate filibuster against the mei-
sure last week. He turned to
the court for help.
When a vote fell short Thurs-
I day, administration leaders in cited for his oustanding per.
the upper chamber Immediate- forniance of duty from June
ly submitted a resolution from to August 1965.
i which the administration—con-
trolled rules committee asked Specialist Patterson entered
the court to lower the number the Army in July. 1963 and
of votes needed to invoke do. completed basic training at
Fort Polk, La. Before coming
tuTrehe Senate rules now require: to Japan in May, 1964, he was
two-thirds majority to stop a assigned to Fort Lee, Va.
filibuster. Backers of the bill. The young soldier was grade-
which could lead to re-election ated from Booker T. Washings
for Wallace, asked t ha t the ton High School in 1963.
rule be changed so that only 
three-fifths vote would be need-
ed. Dee's Debut
In essence, the resolution asks
if the Senate two-thirds rule is HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
constitutional. Lt. Gov. James Broadway actress Dee Carroll
Allen advised the Senate it was makes her movie debut in "In.
his opinion that if the Supreme side Daisy Clover" playing a
Court threw out the rule, the nurse in a mental institution.
upper chamber would resort to
"general rules of parliamentary
procedure" where the majority
rules.
The resolution brought angry
blasts from many of the oppon-
ents of the bill. Sen. John
Tyson of Mobile, shaking with
rage, tore up a copy of the Sen-
ate rules and threw it in the
, air.
"We talk all these hour s
about the danger of too much
power in the executive branch
S and then you come right up
3 and demonstrate wh a t we're
talking about," he said.
A parachute rigger with the
549th Quartermaster Company
(Aerial-Supply), near Camp Za.
ma. Specialist Patterson was
WiT CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Color, ond Color
Combinationsnt
bang. for Ushors end
Organizations
CHURCH FURNITURE SEPT.
Pulpits, Porn. Corm. Tables
Lowest Prices Avoiloblo
wills FOR FREE (ATALOG
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 11 IA, N.1. 45 Whitohall if., S.W.
Washington 7, D.C. Atlanta 7, Georgia
Secrets,
laughs, thanks,
news, views,
plans)
 surprises,
smiles, styles,
giggles, dates,
cheers, tears,
favors, funnies, facts.
All Jy ohone.
(What else that costs so little gives you so much pleasure?)
Southern Bell
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Coleman Chapel Merges With Featherstone Temple
min
/41
PASTOR COMMENDED — Rev. S. L. Higgins, fourth from
left, is congratulated by m.embers of the Board of Trustees
and Stewards on the best year of administration in the con-
gregation's 42-year. From left are H. Pride, L. Todd, D.
CONGRATULATIONS FROM SUPERIORS — Rev. Hig-
gins, at extreme right, is congratulated for the projects of
Coleman Chapel CME church leading up to Women's Day,
and standing in back yard ,of church's newly acquired
parsonage are, from left, Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel, secretary
Irving, chairman of Board of Trustees; Rev. Higgins, Res.
D. T. Alcorn, district superintendent; F. Harrell, C. Cole
man, and W. Tools, chairman of Board of Stewards.
of the West Tennessee Conference, Fifth Episcopal Dis-
trict; Rev. D. S. Cunningham, pastor of ML Pisgah CME
church and trustee of Lane college at Jackson, and Rev.
D. T. Alcorn, presiding elder of the Memphis District of
the CME church.
Famed U.S. Negro Poets' Works Lauded
REVIEWED BY EUGENE
ROMAYN FELDMAN
(Teacher of History. Britannica
Academy)
If you have ever wanted to
'Revolution but they also wrote was always sung. In many is fine in its own way too.
:for it and inspired those who l ways this writer prefers it to This writer lived in Jackson-
'finally won liberty. (But full the new song, "We Shall Over-I ville, Fla. the birthplace of
:liberty for the Negro is still come," although the new song James Weldon Johnson.
to come.)
Introduce poets and their works Here too, we meet Mrs. a.=
to children so that they will:Frances Ellen Watkins Harper
enjoy them and even thrill to an abolitionist poet. Born Flur-
what they discover, here is a ing slavery-time. she used her
golden chance. 'pen to write against this evil.
Mrs. Charlemae Rollins who Mrs. Rollins say of her. "In her
served for many years as the poem'The Slave Auction' she,
librarian of the Children's de- 'reveals with deep feeling the
partment of the George C. Hall plight of the persons being sold
Branch library has written a into slavery."
beautiful book about Negro When a runaway slave was
poets and their poems . caught and beaten and later'
Here are 12 wonderful bio- died from his sufferings, Mrs.'
'graphics of Negro poets andlarper was more determined 
some of their poems also are than ever to work for the cause
of freedom. This is what sheIncluded. The biographies are
wrote of the grave in whichlovingly and tenderly written.
They are so sympathetically the Poor victim had been bur-
offered that one can't help but led:
fall in love with them. Mrs., "Upon that grave I pledged
Rollins writes about the poets, myself to the Anti-Slavery
about their dreams and their ,cause. It may be that God
struggles and what caused Himself has written upon both
them to write specific works. my heart and brain a commis-
Here is the story of Jupiter sion to use time, talent, and
Hammon, who lived in the early energy in the cause of free-
days of our nation. He wrote dom:.
a very interesting poem to About James Weldon Johnson.
Phyllis Wheatley another poet Read the struggles he had to
who lived during those times, go through to gain his educa-,
Phyllis Wheatley wrote beau- tion and to work as a teacher!
tifully of the American strug- in a iimcrow society. He triedide for freedom during the to be a lawyer in the South, but
Revolution. She was the one gave up and said, "What's the
who coined the phrase about use of being a lawyer where
George Washington as being, ,there is no TP21 justice?" it
"First in Peace." She wrote ' was Mr. Johnson who wrote
to him and he replied with in- what is still called. "The Ne-
terest. ,gro National Hymn."
Let our children know that This writer can :emember
African-Americans helped make ,when he lived in the South and
liberty in our nation. Let them attended NAACP meetings or
know that they fought in the meetings for freedom this song
E CAR WASH $
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• Set. or sun. $125
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CART HOME ,SA
SAVE St
BY BU
*undo, pries 22
horn. clt,:l.sred
milk
each time you buy 2 half
-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORIC
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
Memphis, Ten
"YOUR Company Makes Whet You Ask For And
Croot•s Whet You Think Of"
JA 7-9320
REPORT SUBMITTED — In the book-lined, paneled study
of the pastor, Lymous Todd, management trustee, and Mrs.
Lucille Price, a member of the Trust Board submit the
year's report to the pastor, Rev. S. L. Higgins, seated. The
report included the most successful financial year In the
history of Coleman Chapel CME church, according to church
officials. (Withers Photo)
Your "FIRST DOLLAR" Paid
with a FREE
BIG STAR COUPON
Pick up,a free Coupon at Big Star worth Sl
on any reserved 'seat ticket ($3.50, $3.00
or $2.50 ticket) for all the Oct. 26th perfor-
mances. SEE THE GREATEST SHOW ON
EARTH.
Oct. 26th - 27th
at the New Mid-South Coliseum
Get your FREE COUPONS at Big Star. TODAY!
PRODUCED BY JOHN RINGLING NORTH OT:iPae° RICHARD BARSTOW
WIN AT T. V. BINGO
Play every weekday 11:30 - 12 noon
on WHBQ T. V. Channel 13.
SAVE YOUR T.V. Bingo Cords and take to
Hull Dobbs, Third & Gayso and Oakley Ford,
1048 Union Ave. and Win a 1966 Ford Mustang.
DRAWING NOV. 26, 1965
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Church Notes
StallIWO
OUR INFLUt./sCE
Influence! What is it?
Do we realize that each one
has an influence, whether it is
good or bad? Each one has it.
Someone is affected by our
lives.
If we live to please ourselves,
we are miserable; we do not
want to be touched and we are
very unhappy. But if we are
living to please God, and are
thus living for others, we are
happy and others feel it.
OWEN COLLEGE
According to an announce-
ment from Dr. C. L. Dinkins
president of Owen College, some
389 students have enrolled for
the fall term. This large enroll
ment is certainly indicative of
the need of this school and the
outstanding service that it is
rendering to this community.
Owen College is a community
institution and not for the Bap-
tist only; therefore it should be
supported by all citizens of this
community regardless of re-
ligious affiliations.
CONVENTION TO MEET
The Tennessee Regular Bap-
tist M. and E. Convention will
convene in its seventeenth an-
nual session October 25 through
October 29, at the Lane Ave-
nue Baptist Church, 974 Lane
Ave., Rev. J. W. Williams, pas-
tor. The theme, The Church's
Debt To The World" will be dis-
cussed in addresses and ser-
mons throughout the entire ses-
sion.
Dr. A. E. Campbell, presi-
dent of the convention, states
that a large attendance is an-
ticipated and several new
churches have promised to join
the convention this year.
The Woman's Auxiliary pre-
sided over by Mrs. Inez Brooks
MA convene at the same unit
and place.
PASTOR OF THE WEEK
This column is proud to salute
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale, pastor of
the Emanuel Baptist Church,
245 Ayers St., as the pastor of
the week. Rev. Ragsdale,
and his very lovable wife are
celebrating their 20th Anniver-
sary of successful pastorate at
Emmanuel this week.
He is ths organizer and build•
er of this very outstandingl
church and in addition to his
pastorate serves as financial
secretary of the Baptist Pastors
Alliance, as well as treasualir
Of the Inter-denominational Min-
isters Alliance and the Mem-
phis District Association.
May the Lord continue to
bless and keep this very fine
Christian gentleman.
PRINCETON AME ZION
Annual Friends Day was ob-
served last Sunday at the
Princeton AME Zion Church at
the 3 P./.I. program, and the
guest speaker was Miss Hor-
tense Spillers, a member of St.
John Baptist Church, Deadrick
St.
Mrs. Georgia Bland Eraswell
WAS chairman of the program,
and Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey co-
chairman.
Rev. E. S. Johnson is pastor
of the church.
KING SOLOMON BAPTIST
The Spiritual Choralettes ob-
served their sixth anniversary
last Sunday afternoon at King
Solomon Baptist Church.
Serving as master of cere-
mony of the program was Theo
Wade, local radio personality.
Rev. L. M. Morganfield is pas-
tor of the church. Mrs. Frances
May weather is manager of the
singing group.
Zion Methodist Hold
•
Meeting In Kentucky
•
N1ADISONVILLE, Ky. —
"Workers together with Christ
for Christian Unity" was the
general theme of the 99th ses-
sion of the Kentucky Annual
Conference of the AME Zion
church, which closed a six-day
session recently in the Madi-
sonville High school auditori-
um with the reading of appoint-
ments. Bishop Felix S. Ander-
son.
Every phase of the theme
was exploited with the begin-
ning of the missionary sessions
on Tuesday. Mrs. Bessie B.
Anderson presided over the ses-
sions and was assisted by Mrs.
Maxine Claybon and Mrs. Ab-
bie C. Jackson, presidents re-
spectively of the Madisonville
and Louisville districts respec-
tively. Rev. J. C. Reddrick de-
livered the missionary sermon.
During the conference, ser-
mons were delivered by Revs.
Joseph Hayes, L. W. Raspber-
ry, G. W. Maize, III, J. A.
Bard, J. H. Miller, G. W. Maize
and Bishop Anderson.
Rev. S. Maker told the con-
ference that he felt that the
civil rights demonstrations be-
ing resorted to by Negroes in
the fight for first-class citizen-
ship, is making an impact, not
only on America, but the world,
and is building a greater image
for brotherhood.
In his talk on the poverty
program, Rev. J. A. Cramlin
urged his listeners to study the
program and make sure it is
executed properly in their re-
spective communities.
Mrs. Abbie Clement Jackson,
head of the Methodist Women
of North America. in a fervent
speech, challenged all Chris-
tians to "know Christ and make
Him known."
Bill Asks
Study Of
Government
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Con-
, gressman Donald Rumsfeld (R-
s 13th1 has introduced a bill in
the U. S. House of Representa-
w •
tives calling for the creation of
a blue-ribbon Commission to
conduct a two-year study of the
Executive Branch of the Feder-
al Government.
In introducing the bill, Rums-
feld, said: "Although Congres-
sional oversight is continuous,
the last comprehensive review
of Federal operations — by the
second Hoover Commission —
ended 10 years ago.
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITE 876
527-5508
Christian Church To Church Will
Dedicate New
Honor Miss Crawford, Building
Special honor will be given'
Miss Robie Crawford of 852
Polk St. during the morning
service next Sunday, when
Founder's Day is observed at
the Mississippi Christian
Church.
Miss Crawford is the only liv-
ing founder of the church. Two
persons who were small chil-
dren at the time the church was
established, btu who do not con-
sider themselves as founders
wilt also be present. They are
A. Maceo Walker and his sia
ter, Mrs. Johnetta Walker ho-
say.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Pauline S. Allen of Col-
umbus, Miss., widow of the late
Dr. James Allen, a pharmacist
and member of the board of di-
rectors of the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis.
Mrs. Allen is a graduate of
Livingstone College and re-
ceived her master's degree from
the University of Denver.
LOCAL TEACHER
A member snd former region-
al director of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority and a member of the
Emmanuel Episcopal Church,1
Mrs. Allen is presently a sixth.
grade teacher at Stafford Ele- 1
mentary School in Memphis.
Funds raised on Founders'
Day •vill be used to place a
stepple on the church.
Mrs. limey is general chair-
man of the observance, and
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, CO-
chairman.
Other chairmen of commit
tees are Mrs. Leola Gilliam, fi•
nance; Mrs. Ida M. Lockard,
honors: Mrs. Emma Wilson,
music; Mrs. Virgil Crawford,
contact; Mrs. Dillie Grant, dec-
orations; and Mrs. Elizabeth
Shaw, publicity.
Mrs. Julia Walker is corres-
ponding secretary, and Elder
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of the
church.
CME Laymen To Sponsor
Banquet At Auditorium
The annual Christian Meth-
odist Episcopal Laymen's Ex-
pansion Banquet will be held
at the Ellis Auditorium banquet
room on Friday night, Oct. 15.
The guest speaker will be
Bishop Walter Amos of Los An-
geles, Calif., presiding bishop
of the Ninth Episcopal District
of the Christian Methodist Epis-
copal Church, and a former
51emphian.
The proceeds from the annual
banquet go to the church build
mg program and is used for the
construction and relocation ofi Revs. C. W. Allen, 0. B.
churches. Tickets are presented
to persons making ten
-dollar do-
nations.
Serving as co-chairmen of
the banquet are L. R. Cunning-
ham, the Jackson - Memphis,
nesse, Conference; 0. C. Sid-
ties, West Tennessee Confer-
ence, and the Rt. Rev. B. Ju-
lian Smith, presiding bishop of
the First Episcopal District of
the Christian Methodist Episco-
pal Church.
BANQUET PLANNERS
plans for the banquet were
made during a meeting on Sat-
-- -
According to a statement
from Bro. Nokomis Yeldel, pas-
tor of the S'ance Avenue Church
of Christ, 581 Vance Avenue
the church will dedicate a new
auditorium and education build-
ing on Sunday. October 17, at
3 P.M.
Dr. W. B. West, dean of the
Harding College Graduate
School of Bible And Religion of
this city, will be the principal
speaker. He will also be preach-
ing each night during the weekl
at the same church.
The pastor further said that
the meeting will continue for
another two weeks after Dr.
West has concluded his series of
sermons.
During the two weeks, which
begin Otcober 24, Bro. Eugene
I.awton of Newark, N. J. will
be the principal speaker. Bro.
Yeldel has been the pastor of
the church since March of 1980,
during his pastorate, the church
has experienced much growth
and progress. The pastor and
.church are inviting the entire
community to attend these serv-
ices.
urday, April 23, at the head-
quarters building of the First
Episcopal District, at which
time chairmen and committee
members were appointed.
Appointed to the banquet
Program Committee were L.
R. Cunningham, 0. C. Suttles,
Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, Arnette
Willis and Leroy Pender. !Senators.
Arrangement Commit-
tee members are 0. T. Peeples,
Atty. B. F. Jones, and John
Cox.
On the Ticket Committee are
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Pitcher Bennie Daniels of the
Washington Senators appeared
in the last game ever played
at Ebbets Field as a member
,of the Pirates and was in the
'last game ever played at Grif-
fith Stadium as member of the
Boothe, M. it. Burnette, R G.1
Elam, Jr., D. T. Alcorn. N.'
Davis and laymen Howard
Thompson, W B. Hunt, Alton
Jarmon, Lonnie Green, Atty. B.1
F. Jones, and Wiley Agnew. I
The Publicity Committee in
eludes Rev. S. L. Higgins, chair-1
man; Rev. D. T. Alcorn, Jesse'
Small, A. D. Brown and Clar-
ence Hunt.
Serving on the Courtesy Com-
mittee are D. J. Thomas, chair-,
man; W. R. Bradford, co-chair- 1
man: Woodrow Partee and
Charles Champion.
Rhodesia Pressed
Over Independence
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — support Britain strongly In
The United States considered event of a showdown with Rho- 1
several forms of an economic deals, a self-governing, white- 1
squeeze against Rhodesia if ruled British colony in Africa.'
Premier Ian Smith carries out
his threat to make a unilateral
declaration of independence
from Britain.
Asked by newsmen and dip-
lomats what the most likely
American response would be,
U.S. officials advised them to
"wait and see."
But it was known that the
administrataion has developed
several contingency plans to
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Adolos,
Cosh Yoq Mo.
Get— Poym•nts
$ 500.00 1 12.90$1,000.0 $ 23.70
$1,500.00 $ 34.50
$2,000.00 $45.50
$2,500.00 $ 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.02
Be Wise! Choose
Slate Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
4
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COUPON
FREE SPRAY JET WAX
REGAL SELF SERVICE
CAR WASH
ATLANTIC THRIFT 2500 LAMAR
Give Coupon to Attendant
GOOD FOR ONE FREE JET WAX
COUPON
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE
See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes
SLACK cr
flOWN
3 3 00
You'll Tear Stacy-Adams Shoes ioe
rani —knowing they're the Soso you can buy. Fin.
kand-craftsmaaship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
3 3 1:131
0./ BEASLEY. JONES • RAGLAND
99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER
THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE
Complete Selection Of The All New
1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!
Highest Tradeln Allowances Ever
New Mustang GT Hardtop
1965 FORDS MUST GLI
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'60 Studebaker
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'62 Chevrolet
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Los Angeles Schools
Some communities have yet
to understand the imperative
need to relate their public schols
to their social needs and future
growth. This gap between the
two pillars of the American cul-
ture often results in frightful
consequences.
Preliminary reports by soc-
iologists, educators and state in-
vestigators point to the unfor-
tunate alienation of the schools
from the public it is supposed to
serve as a fundamental cause of
the Los Angeles riots.
The President of the Cali-
fornia State Board of Education
joined the critics when he ad-
mitted frankly that schools and
school administrators in t h e
riot areas of Los Angeles "have
lost touch with the community."
It is his contention that one
of the most important jobs of
t h e school administrator —
everywhere in the nation — is
"to restore a sense of commun-
ity" to poor and deprived chil-
dren.
"We must have administra-
tors and teachers who want to
form parent clubs and will sell
the school as a meeting place
for community programs," he
commented.
The residents of the poverty-
stricken sections of Los Angeles
projected their own criticism of
the school system. They charged
that their children face over-
crowded classrooms, outmoded
textbooks, teachers overloaded
with administrative tasks, and
few or no libraries.
Now a crash program is under
way, bringing state and federal
aid to these school s. It is
a shame that it took a tragedy
of mammoth proportions to
center the nation's attention on
the obvious plight of a poverty-
stricken community. The State
of California itself must plead
guilty to a kind of moral delin-
quency for which there is nei-
ther adequate apology nor ex-
cuse.
With a half-witted Los An-
geles Chief of Police who knows
not the distinction between
cause and effect of social dis-
organization, who gives the im-
pression that the riots were
aused by a high percentage of
criminal elements in the involv-
ed Negro district, it isn't any
wonder that his policemen re-
sorted to brute force, further
inflaming a volcanic situation.
The evils that big cities do
their own residents will always
bring embarrassments, especial-
ly at the moments when the
cities are laying claim to pro-
gress and enlightenment. L o s
Angeles has been portrayed as
a Mecca for those who wish
dreams to come true. The riots
have dispelled that notion and
placed that city's extravagant
assumption of heavenly peace
and economic security in the
category of bed-time tales.
With hard work — and dili-
gence in the resolution of grave
social issues — Los Angeles
may become one of America's
leading symbols of metropol-
itan progress and enlighten-
ment. This goal cannot be
achieved without the public
schools becoming an integral
part of the whole community.
A Challenge
Twice a year, July 4 and Feb-
ruary 22, U. S. Ambassador
Joseph C. Satterthwaite clinks
glasses with guests of all races
and colors at his official res-
idence in Pretoria, South Africa,
in defiance of the nation's seg-
regation laws and customs. The
U. S. consulates in Cape Town,
Johannesburg, Durban and Port
Elizabeth similarly hold July 4
and George Washington's birth-
day receptions at which races
and colors are intermixed.
Though the government of
Prime Minister Hendrik Ver-
woerd frowns angrily on all
gatherings at which blacks meet
whites on terms of equality and
dignity, the U. S. diplomats
were more concerned about per-
petuating an image of Ameri-
ca's racial liberalism than in-
flaming the South African
Prime Minister.
Small embassies have con-
trived to appease the wrath of
the South African government
by simply putting an end to the
celebration of their own national
days. But two of the biggest em-
bassies in the country, the U. S.
and the British, have held that
it is quite within their diplom-
atic prerogatives to invite whom
they pleased as their guests.
Since South Africa govern-
ment officials will not deviate
from the policy of not attending
unsegregated social functions,
the L.S. Embassy and Consul-
ates have quietly dropped them
from their invitation lists for
July 4 and February 22.
Verwoerd struck back by
ordering that no American Ne-
groes will be allowed in South
Africa to work at the three U. S.
satellite tracking stations. This
presents a painful challenge
which Washington can scarcely
afford to ignore or evade. Al-
though our government has nev-
er assigned Negroes to South
Africa. it cannot take Ver-
woerd's unreasonable, unwar-
ranted edict lying down.
It seems to us that the alter-
native to South Africa's stand
is the closing down of the track-
ing stations. Surely, there are
other geographical areas that
can accommodate our tracking
needs besides South Africa.
Moreover o u r government
should insist upon its right to
man the staellite tracking sta-
tions with its own nationals and
of its own choosing. This in-
volves more than a common act
of diplomatic courtesy. It is a
traditionally accepted privilege
that carries with it the sanction
of international law.
With President Johnson's
avowed determination to lift
the American black man to the
full height of American citizen-
ship and dignity, we are con-
fident that his Administration
will meet the South African
challenge in a manner consistent
with its commitments and pro-
nouncements.
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Jackie
Robinson
Says
Birchers Progress
A fesi. days ago, Congress-
man Adam Clayton Powell ex-
pressed indignation over a pro-
posed exhibit to be placed on
display at The American Mu-
seum of Immigration. He an-
grily called for the resignation
of the U. S. Department of In-
terior historian who announc-
ced the exhibit would depict
the ' entry of Negroes into A-
merica in chains and on slave
ships.
Powell pretests that this dis-
nlay represents "an important
insult by the Federal Govern-
ment to America's 20 million
Negroes."
I agree with. the Congress-
man that the exhibit would be
Pn unfortunate insult. But I be-
lieve the insult would be — not
to 20 million Americans — as
much as to the whole nation.
would like to see Powell and
of her leaders of the Negro pep-
"le turn their attention to a
',resent a n d crucial threat to
this nation. It is a threat, not
only to her Negro citizens and
minorities, hut to the very
foundations of democracy.
This threat — virtually ig-
nored these days — is in the
incredible growing strength of
th. John Birchers. In my own
community of Stamford, Conn.,
there recently apneared a letter
to the editor, telling about one
of the latest tactics of t h e
Birchers.
A member of the Stamford
Board of Representatives and
some of his colleagues have re-
ceived in the mail a John Birch
Society Bulletin for July. 1965,
which purnorts to tell the
"truth about civil turmoil."
The bulletin announces the in-
tention of the Birch sub-organ-
ization, TACT, to set up "hun-
dreds of local and regional ad
hoc committees for the specific
rurpose of prowandizing t h e
Birch view of the civil rights
situation. These TACT commit-
tees, it is stated, "will expose
the Civil Rights fraud, there-
by breaking the back of the
Communist conspiracy."
These organizations will al-
so be circulating a booklet
named "Color, Communism and
Common Sense." T h e booklet
is authored by a now
-deceased
alleged ex
-Communist, M a n-
444,4*'
ning Johnson. Johnson, a Ne-
gro, supposedly saw the error
of his ways and bared t h e
"facts" about Negroes in civil
rights who were motivated by
communism or cash.
His pamphlet categorizes Ne-
gro integrationists as falling in-
to three classes; those seeking
acceptance in white communi-
ties a n d ambitious to exclude
other Negroes; paid agents of
racketeering white real estate
men who want to exploit white
neighborhoods a n d, finally,
block-busters.
Robert Welch, the chief Bir-
cher, alleges that Johnson, after
writing the pamphlet, had met
with a "fatal accident," imply-
ing that he had been assassi-
nated by the Communists.
The Birch Society seeks to
use this pamphlet to undercut
and undermine the whole civil
rights movement.
They are doing an effective
job and very few people are op-
posing them. Arnold Forster.
my friend, who is director of
the R'nai B'rith Anti-Defama-
tion League, reports to me that
he has been in contact with top
Negro leadership, soliciting
their aid in counteracting this
growing threat.
It is a threat which has be-
come so nointed that even New
York's William Buckley, t h e
arch-conservative, has attacked
the Birchers in recent columns.
Forster tells me he has recei-
ved no help or encouragement
from the Negro leaders.
If this Negro leadership is
realm to shirk its responsibi-
lity; if social appointments at
the White House and friendly
ehats with the President an d
the prosneet of big jobs or cabi-
net positions has so blinded our
leadershin to its moral Align-
t i on. then we are in serious
trouble.
Negro leadership slept at the
guard post once when it allow-
ed Barry Goldwater to grow
bigger until he had swollen him-
self into a tool of destruction
of the Republican Party. If they
are going to be so stupid as to
Miss the boat again, they ought
to be turned out of their jobs
and replaced by men with guts
and integrity.
I I . . • .. ;* ..
Reflections On
I lived in' Watts once. It was
about twentyzfive years ago
and I had almost no money. I
-vats rooming and boarding with
a family that harl almost no
oNmev either. And they h a d
ssveral children.
•
I remember well the big pot
f Navy beans and salt pork
that was usually our main dish..
Watts w a s then a suburb of
os Angeles. Today it is a part
of the city. It seemed like a
Southern country town to me
then. Today, it still seems like
a little Southern Negro tovtin -
except that large portions of
it are burnt up.
I am not surprised that there
was, a few weeks ago, an anti-
white, anti-police riot in Watts.
When I lived thefe, its police
precinct was felt by Negroes
to be the worst in Los Angeles.
its officers were t h e quickest
to beat black heads and the per-
sonnel of its cops was most
Southern in attitudes and com-
position, consisting mostly of
whites from Texas and Louisi-
ana.
I do not recall hearing that
there were any Negro police-
men on the white force at that
time. But I remember well get-
ting off the electric train from
downtown Log Angeles and, on
my way home from the stop,
being followed by two white
policemen who kept flashing
their lights on me as if the"
expected momentarily that I
would commit a crime all alone.
by myself, walking down the
street.
Tho§e of us who lived in
Watts then, thought the police
attitude was, "All Negroes are
criminals," and that our trial
might be held before we were
even taken to the station. The
police were seldom gentle when
they arrested Negroes.
I was in Hollywood the other
day, living in a hotel with a
staff that was as civil and polite
to me, a Negro, as though there
were no color problems in the
United States, and as if Watts
had never happened
The United States of Ameri-
ca is strange and contradictory
that way — a fact , very hard
f n r Furoneans to understand
when they read about our race
problem. To a lesser degree
than Hollywood and Watt s.
Gramercy Park in New York
City for example, is as far from
Harlem emotionally as Broad-
way is from Vietnam — vet it
is only a fifteen minute sub-
way ride in actual distance.
The difference is that H a r-
lem is black — Gramercy Park
is white. Watts is black —
gollywood is white. After dark
•
Langston
Hughes
Says
Watts
in Harlem, as after dark in
Watts, you never see a white
face except that of a police-
man. In the daytime in Harlem
as in Watts, you a e e many
white faces, those of trades- • •
men and merchants and bill
collectors. But at night f rom
Harlem they go home to Queens
or Westchester where there are
lawns, trees, and a degree of
neace and quiet.
In California merchants drive
across town from Watts to
nieces like Brentwood where
they drive away from the Ne-
there are no slums at all. When
gro areas, they take their mon-*
.ev with them — which was Ne-
gro money when the shops
onened that morning, b u t by
nightfall is has become white
money. It is too bad our econo-
mic system operates on a black-
white basis, but it does.
The riots in Watts were on
a black-white basis, too, the re-
sidents of Watts against t h e
white shop keeners who, oddly.
almost always seem to charge
a few cents more for commodi-
ties than is charged in white
neighborhoods; and against the
cops who. regrettably; almost
always seem to beat or shoot
Negroes quicker than white are
beaten or shot. However, in the
best Negro circles, it is not con-
sidered polite to say, "Watts
should have been burnt to the
ground." But that is what a lot
of ordinary Negroes in Los
nfreles are quite openly say-
ing.
— Negroes not of the upper
classes, of course, but those of
the masses, the common pen-
nle, the majority — the rabble,
if you will — the ones who are
afraid of the cops and' the cops
of them: the ones who need
that extra penny they are
charged for bread because they
are not white: the ones who
can't get work and who have
not yet been given some little
nil honorary City job to buy
survey 
t hnim. off: or a fellowship to
so m e college to study white
b.ol, trs grant ; or a to make a
as to why slums a r e
A Peculiar thing about com-
munities like Watts and Har-
lem is that they contain a very
large number of Negroes who
are not worried about how
black they are, and who think
tbst God will come down during
the next riots and throw a
brick at the cops, too.
It is regrettable that race re-
lations have come to such a
black-white impasse in Ameri-
ca. Certainly, like many of the
readers, of this column, I wish
that all could be sweetness and
light in our country, and that
a respect of law a n d order
would prevail on all sides. If I
knew how to make this so, I
would. Negroes in general, I
feel, do respect law and order.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1965
Dr. Julian
Appointed To
Health Assn.
Dr. Percy L. Julian, president
of Julian Associates, Inc., has
been appointed to the board of
d' tars of the Mental Health
iation of Greater Chicago.
James J. Brice, MIRA presi-
dent, in announcing the appoint-
ment said, "Dr. Julian brings to
the Association not only out-
standing leadership, but a great
awareness of service and de-
dication to the mentally ill."
Dr. Julian received his B.A.
at De Pauw University of Vien-
na, Austria, He holds 12 honor-
ary degrees form universities
throughout the United States
and his biography has appeared
in seven publications.
He is a past director of the
Chicago Urban League, Pro-
vident Hospital and the Mandel
Clinic.
•
SOAP FOR
Members of the Chicago Bahiel commun-
ity have collected hundreds of bars of soap
for distribution to the people of South Viet
Nam. The soap, which is being flown to
South Viet Nam, is to be used to help halt
the spread of diseases. The members (from
Dot Yaw] ,
GOOD MORNING
SPORTS!
('ookie Gilchrist, the Denver fullback, drives a
gold Cadillac with a telephone and license number
CCG-2...Sonny Liston keeps building that police
"sheet." Another traffic violation. .The New York
Yankees may deal for San Francisco's Orlando Cepeda,
who'd go over like fl 21-gun salute with the Puerto
Rican population (and hit some old-time, Yankee-like
homers to boot). All they want to
know is: How's that knee?...West
Texas State is high on a Negro quar-
. terback named Hank Washington...
Dodger outfielder L o u Johnson's
World Series cut probably tops his
season's pay . . . George Smith, the
infielder traded off the Detroit Ti-
gers, has yet to play a game for Bos-
ton, but already he's sitting on the
YOUNG griddle. No fault of his — Bostonians
just think the Red Sox goofed when they let go of Bill
Monbouquette ... If Joe Morgan. the Houston infielder,
isn't named National League rookie of the year, jus-
tice has left the country.
Emmett Williams. t h e Washington Redskins
prexy, is the fabulous lawyer who helped Adam Clay-
ton Powell beat an income tax rap . . . Both Roberte
Clemente and Tony Oliva are great ads for the sickly
Clemente entered the season suffering from malarie
a
d, Oliva needed an operation on a hand. But thet
batting championships, both as repeaters . . . If
Charles 0. Finley permits Satchel Paige those 10:,
days he needs to qualify for a major league pension.
somebody should give him a testimonial. It'll prove:
The Green Goose has a heart of gold . .. Whatever
happened to Bo Belinsky and Roger Craig? Changes
of scenery were supposed to make big winners out of
them (fellas: some people have it and some people
just don't).
DASHING THE DOTTED LINE: Wid Matthews,
the lately-deceased baseball man (he signed Ernie
Banks for the Cubs), was one of the scouts Branch
Rickey sent out to appraise Jackie Robinson. Accor-
ding to Wid, he was the only scout who realized that
Rickey planned to integrate baseball — not staff a
fictitious Negro club called the "Brown Dodgers" .. .
What'll it take — a racial campaign — to get Judg,
Fred (Duke) Slater voted into pro football's Hall o;
&tme? . . . Everybody is riding Emmett Ashford'
atndwagon now (he's the -mew Negro American Lea-
gue umpire) . . . Ashford's appointment just might
help Joe Cronin pick up all the votes necessary for
appointment as Commissioner of Baseball.
It was unavoidable, of course, but it was yet un-
fortunate that Willie Mays' name had to be connected
with ex-wife Marghuerite's problems with the law
(her defense may be :It's a case of mistaken identity)
. . . Jose Cardenal (Angels). Joe Morgan (Astros),
Tony Perez (Reds) and Marcelino Lopez (Angels)
have been named to the Topps Chewing Gum rookie
all-star team of 1965 ... Muhummad All is talking big
again (low-rating Bundini Brown, his benefactor, for
one thing) .. . Front-office meddling may be the rea-
son why the Cincinnati Reds didn't play up to expec-
tations (as the best team, all-around, in the National
Leag u e) . . Mack Jones, the Milwaukee-Atlanta
Brave, finally made it as a big league center fielder
ft.. Vince Lombardi, the Green Bay coach, is a tough
ask master. Perfection isn't enough for him. He de-
mands perfection-perfection!
state's history. There are se
members in the state senate
and Gov. Wallace must have
24 of them to stop filibuster
and pass the succession bill.
How-ever, Wallace and his sup-
porters feel that the issue of
Jets Continue
To Hit Red
SAIGON — (UPI) — U.S.
B52 jet bombers struck a Com-
munist supply area on the
fringes of the Viet Cong "Iron
Triangle" 20 miles northwest of
Saigon. Inside the combat zone,
U.S. paratroopers continued a
major offensive to clear the
once impregnable stronghold.
The "Iron Triangle" cam-
paign, begun last Friday by
thousands of 173rd Airborne
Brigade troops and Vietnamese
forces, has claimed 63 known
Viet cong dead. The paratroop-
ers also have been using tear
gas and portable fumigators to
clear bunkers and tunnels in
which the Communists hide.
Defender's ti atio na
VIETNAMESE
left) are: David W. Kellum, Mrs. Marie
Bohman, Munir Sahari, Mrs. Elsa Robin-
son, Lloyd Robinson. Suhay Sahari and
Mrs. Kathel) nee Kellum, chairman of the
drive.
Gov. Wallace Still
Wants Presidency
(ANPI) — Alabama Governor,
George C. Wallace, despite his
primary defeats last time out,
has still not given up his am-
bition to be the first president
of the United States elected on
an out and out White suprema•
supremacy is attractive enough
cy" ticket, to change the constitution of
His reporters are spreading Alabama to elect him to at
reports that he "made a deal" least One more term as gover-
with Sen. Barry Goldwater in nor, perhaps even make him
1964, when he bowed out of the President of the United states.
Presidential race and "deliver-
ed four Southern states" to the
Republican candidate.
In support of his aspirations,
Wallace will use a statewide
television network, paid for by
the taxpayers of Alabama, to
address a special session of the
Side,. 63 Dieamend the state constitution solegislature he has called to
that he can seek reelection in
1966. Thereafter, as governor,
and at state expense, he can
campaign for the Presidency.
Gov. Wallace expects to enter
every state primary in 1968. He
believes that the Republicans
will nominate what he calls a
"moderate" and therefore, the
real Americans will have no
choice but him. To the gover-
nor, the real Americans are the
Ku Klu Klan, the white su-
premacists, and the members
of the John Birch Society.
The upcoming legislative bat-
tle over what is called the
"Wallace monarchy bill" is ex-
pected to he the bitterest in the
, 
a WI.w - AO .1P
Mezzo soprano Grace Bumbry admires flowers in
her dressing room before her debut performance
at the Metropolitan Opera in New York as Prin-
cess Eboli in "Don Carlo." She attended North-
News
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Father Divine Is Divinely Human
By GORDON HANCOCK
(For ANPI)
Many years ago at the larg-
est funeral turnout ever seen'
In Richmond, white or colored,!
I was called upon to eulogize I
a young man who was about:
everything a young man should
not be. The man in question
w as a professional gambler,
bootlegger and underworld king1 who was king of such kings
throughout the country.
This passing brought under-'
world "greats" from around'
the nation, from Boston to Los
Angeles, to pay in person their
i great respects to their fallen
chief. What on earth could be,
said in a eulogy of one who
was a gambler, swindler, scoun-
drel, murderer and accomplicel
to every species of evil doing?
Here was a malefactor of na-
tionwide ill-fame with a dear;
Christian mother and sisters
asking for a big church funeral
with all its beautiful trimmings.
What could the embarrassed
minister say in such a situa•
Hon? But even this noted male-
factor was known for his de-
votion to his mother. "He loved,
his mother" became the keyi
word to the brief eulogy. Intro-
duction: "He loved his moth-
er." First main point in the
eulogy "He loved his mother",
Second Point "He hived his
mother." Third point "He loved
his th. " I had
good point in his favor but I
drove it up to the hilt.
For many years, one Father‘
Divine has attracted in a big
way the attention of this coun-
try and in many other parts of
the world. Many people called
hint God and many others
called him charlatan and mas-
ter swindler the man smart
enought fool the Ilsbl with
which the world is always abun-
dantly supplied. It is doubtful
if anyone ever looked upon him
with greater disdain and sus-
picion more than I did. No one
more emphatically thought him
a giant hoax, and his followers
as sheep bleating pitifully for
a shepherd.
It was said of Jesus that he
went shout doing good, lie had
no earthly goods. Ile had little
or no formal training, and cer-
tainly he was not degreed. He
even did not have the respect
of many people. They called
hint a wine-bibber eating and
drinking with sinners. But the
best that was said of him was
ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLAR
Frances T. Hariston, one of seven National Achievement
Scholarship winners from North Carolina reviews French
lesson viith Dr. Samuel P. Massie, president of North Caro-
lina College, where she is a freshman. Chosen one of 230
finalists after competition with 4,200 nominees from more
than 1.000 schools throughout the United States, she is the
only North Carolina recipient of one of the awards who
chose to continue her education within the state. A native
of Lexington, N. C. she is majoring in math(•matics on the
four.year scholarship.
western University before becoming a protegee
of former Met soprano Lotte Lehmann, — (UPI
Telephoto)
-lie went about doing good".
What a tribute!
The coining of Father Divine
brought to the attention more
than curiosity, headlines and
words of disparagement. With.
out money he attracted the
mowed: without learning he at-
tracted the learned. Ile did
good that was expensive and
when he died he left the world
baffled as to how he did it. Ile.
was wont to say "It is wonder.,
ful!" It was-and is. He did notl
go about doing good but he sat
In New York and Philadelphia
and did good.
'this writer never took to l"a-
ther Divine seriously
talked with people who had
been to Father Divine's restau-
rants. hungry people who ate
a good meal for a few cents;
people who had slept in clean
beds in Father Divine's hotels
and sleeping place for only a
few cents a night. In other
words Father Divine was shel-
tering the shelterless and feed-
ing the hungry.
Such benefactions are no
foolishness. We have men of
great learning and high degrees
but they have no bread for
the hungry. We have mansion-
Pd and affluent people every-
where but they have no place
for the unsheltered to lay their
head. Father Divine did good!
I know nothing of his “God-
ship" and care less, but I can-
not minimize the importance
of a man who does good onto
his fellow man. Father Divine
not only saw the hungry and
shelterless, the poor and the
needy, but he did something
about It!
Then too he preached morali-
ty and love among men. And
if there is anything today that
needs preaching real badly, it
is this same matter of morali-
ty. It must be admitted that
our world is dollar and sex
crazy. Sex stimulation is a
highly specialized art border-
ing on a science. Sex stimula-
tion and sex gratification are
being sold, as it were, in the
market place. Sex stimulation
and abuse are about to destroy
our civilization. Father Divine
could not cure our sex malady
had he pointed out the way.
May he rest in peace, not as a
Father Divine, but as a Father
Human who helped his fellow-
men!
The Fast
Gourmet
By POPPY CANNON
Much in the public eye at the moment is the Broadway
Longchamps restaurant across the street from the Metropolitan
Opera House, which already has a nostalgic aura since the
opera company moves to its new home in Lincoln Center next
season.
"No matter where they move," wistfully and wishfully say
the Longchamps people, "the stars will s4e/y come back for
supper with us, just as they lye for 36 years." And hopefully
Longchamps will still be serving Crabmeat Madeira, named
not only for the wine, but also for the mezzo-soprano, Jean
Madeira; Filet of Beef Roberta, which is a version of the
ever popular Beef Stroganoff . . . a particularly fine and fast
version; and Coupe Sutherland, honoring Joan of the golden
trills.
FILET OF BEEF ROBERTA,
Roberta Peters is as cosmopolitan in her food as in her
global opera and concert tours. This version of Beef Stroganoff
is an entree of which she never tires To serve 6, melt 4 table-
spoons butter in a large heavy skillet. Add 2 large onions
minced very fine or 2 cups chopped frozen onions. Cook gently
without browning for about 8 minutes. Add 1/2 pound fresh
mushrooms thinly sliced, or I small (4 ounce) can broiled
mushrooms, drained. Sprinkle with 1 tablespoon sweet paprika.
Cook gently 2 minutes longer. Stir in 1 tablespoon tomato paste
and add 2 cups sour cream or heavy sweet cream. Cook very,
very gently at the lowest possible heat about 8 minutes longer,
stirring 2 or 3 times to blend thoroughly. Meanwhile, have
ready 2 pounds of filet of beef, thinly sliced and cut into strips
11/2 inches wide. Sprinkle with salt and Pepper. Saute in 6
tablespoons butter over high heat for just about 3 minutes or
long enough for the surfaces to lose heir red color. Now, add
the meat to the sauce. Taste for seasoning. Just before serv-
• ing, stir in the juice of half a lemon, about 11/2 tablespoons.
Warning: The sour cream sauce most not be allowed to boil
or else it will curdle. Curdling does not ruin the taste; it does.
spoil the looks of the dish.
SUPPER IS DINNER
What is supper to an opera singer after the performance,
is dinner for the rest of the world. In either case, this is an
excellent, typical, and distinguished meal.
CRABMEAT MADEIRA
Filet of Beef Roberta'
Egg Noodles
Asparagus Tip Salad
Longchamps Operatic Salad Dressing
Coupe Sutherland
CRABMEAT MADEIRA . . . Cook 1 tablespoon finely
:hopped shallots or onions .in 1 teaspoon melted butter until
timp. Stir in 1 tablespoon Madeira or sherry wine, Blend with
I cup mayonnaise; 1-,2 cup chili sauce,, 1/2 teaspoon dry mus-
'aril: dash of paprika; a few grains of cayenne, or a couple
drops of Tobasco sauce; V2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce.
Combine with I pound cooked, canned, or frozen crabmeat.
Spoon this mixture into small ramekins or patty shells. Sprin-
kle with 2 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese and set in
very hot oven (450 degrees) about 5 minutes or until Piping
hot and lightly browned.
FILET OF BEEF ROBERTA* . . . See starred recipe.
LONGCHAMPS OPERATIC DRESSING . . . To make a
pint of this extraordinarily delicious dressing (it keeps and keeps
in the refrigerator) blend in a bowl or electric blender; 3 egg
yolks, 2 tablespoons wine vinegar, 1/2 teaspoon paprika, sharp
mustard, Worcestershire sauce, sugar, 1 teaspoon salt, dash
of pepper. When thoroughly blended, slowly add with motor
running, 11/2 cup salad oil, VI cup olive oil. At the last, add an-
other 2 tablespoons wine vinegar.
COUPE SUTHERLAND . . Fill meringue shells with rasp-
berry or orange sherbet. Spoon a generous amount of en nog
sauce (homemade or bottled) over the shell and the sherbet
and sprinkle with chopped pistachio nuts.
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FHOGUE & KNOTT
RECOMMENDS THAT YOU ATTEND
SOME CHURCH EACH SUNDAY
.1
5 Lb.Large Size
SWEET POTATOES Bag
Morrell • Slowly Cooked
HAM
BUTT PORTION Lb. 45c
SHANK PORTION 1.1).55 c
2'Yacht Club"APRICOTS
Pacific Gold
PEARS
29 Oz. can
29 Oz. 2
Can 9'
Small Baking Size 4
SWEET POTATOES 4 lb. .basket
Diamond Brand •
AluminumFOIL
25 Ft. Roll
194 Ea.
Hogue & Knott
SHORTENING
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
II IVO Carryon \.
• No Forced
Pgrchans.
• No Stammt
•
C9Lb. 5
3511 Park at Highland'
973 So. Third
at Walker
ii ro Hollywood
at Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer
at National
1578 Lamar Ave.
HOGUE & KNOTT
Former Slave Dies
Here At Age 108
Funeral services were held
recently for Mrs. Lou Rich-
mond, 108, at the Mt. Pisgah
CME Church, 2490 Park ave.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham and
Rev. E. L. Brown officiated.
Mrs. Richmond, who saw the
days of sinvery before the Civ-
il War, died at the home of
her grand-daughter, Mrs. Cleo
Divers, 2344 Saratoga.
According to Mrs. Divers,
her grandmother was working
as a housemaid as a girl in
Columbia, Tennessee, when the
Civil War started.
Mrs. Richmond, as Mrs. Di-
vers recalls her as having said,
"used to see the Yankee sol-
diers come in — they called
them Blue Jackets — and take
all the food in the house and
slip on out. If they had a pular
Miss Clanton
To Speak For
Woman's Day
For the second year, Miss
Erma Clanton will act as guest
speaker in the observance of
Annual Woman's Day, Sunday,
October 17, at 3 p.m. at the
Morning View Baptist Church,
1626 Carnegie Street.
Miss Clanton, well known
throughout the city is a com-
municant of the St. John Bap-
tist Church, Vance Avenue.
She is also an instructor at
Melrose High School.
Others featured on the pro-
gram will be, the women's cho-
ruses of New Era Baptist
Church, Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church, and the New Salem
Baptist Church.
Also participating will be the
Celestial Ensemble, M r S.
Maude Scott, well known con-
tralto soloist of Mt. Nebo Bap-
tist Church.
Miss Nina Jai Doughty of
Columbus Baptist Church will
serve as mistress of cere-
mony.
Mrs. Kathryn Dandridge,
chairman; Mrs. Louisa Liv-
ingston, co-chairman; Mrs. 0-
sie Matthews, secretary; and
Rev. L. D. Wortham, aotirkg
pastor
horse on the farm, the Yan-
kees left it. If they had a good
horse, the Yankees took it."
The slave born Tennessean,
lived with the white family in.
Columbia after the Civil War
until she was grown. She
move4 to Holly Springs, Miss.,
and from there to Coldwater.
After leaving Coldwater, Mrs.
Richmond moved to Memphis
to live with Mrs. Divers where
she has lived for 20 years.
Mrs. Richmond is survived
by her grand-children, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Jones of Ed-
wardsville, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
George E Divers of Memphis;
and great-grand-childuon, Mr.
and Mrs. F. M. Murphy of
Memphis; and a host of other
relatives and friends.
Hunter Baptist
To Observe
Annual Men's Day
The Hunter Avenue Baptist
Church, 2245 Hunter will cele-
brate Annual Men's Day on
Sunday, October 24.
At 9:30 a.m. the Sunday
School will be taught by Bert
Davis, Jr., member of the
Riverside Missionary Baptist
Church.
The morning speaker will be
Rev. L. R. Butler, pastor.
Guest speaker for the 3 p.m.
service will be the Rev. L. M.
Morganfield, pastor of the Ma-
;aptist Church.
Music will be furnished by
the Southern Male Chorus and
the Macedonia Male Chorus.
Bro. C. W. Cox of the Hill
Chapel Baptist Church will be
Master of Ceremonies.
The men of Hunter have set '
a goal of $1,500 for the day.
H. Rodgers, chairman; L.
McKander, co-chairman; W.
Dockins, secretary; and Rev.
L. R. Butler. pastor.
White Chapel
The first monthly meeting of
the White's Chapel PTA for
the 1965-66 school year was
held Thursday night, Septem-
ber 30 at 8:00 pm,, in the school
cafailfrium I• 
"
Three Added
To Staff At
White Chapel
Three persons were added to
the White's Chapel Elementary
school staff for the 1965-66
school term.
Mrs. Betty Crawford, 1670
Cincinnati Street was added to
the faculty as an S.M.R. teach-
er. Mrs. Ella Gage, 3743 Box.
town Road has been added to
the staff as S.M.R. (teacher
aide). Mrs. Ida Ruth Knox, '
1875 Beacon Road (cook).
The principal, teachers and
student body welcome these
persons to White's Chapel
School and we do hope they
will have a pleasant school
year with all of us.
Miss Fannie Carter is report-
er, and Walter Calvin Parks,
principal.
Ala. Trooper
Escapes
Indictment
MARION, Ala. — (NPI) — An
indictment against a state ;
trooper named in the death of
Jimmie Lee Jackson, Negro,
last February in an outburst of
racial violence was refused by
a Perry county grand jury.
The murder charge was one 
of 41 which the all-white panel 
Education
considered, Circuit Solicitor 
Blanchard McLeod said. He Called Foe
identified the man against
whom he sought the indictment
only as "a trooper Fowler."
Jackson, 26, w a s fatally
wounded on the night of Feb.
Of Poverty
WASHINGTON — John Con-
yers, Jr. (D.-Mich), the only
18 when whites, Negroes and Negro member of the House
troopers clashed in the streets. Judiciary Committee, stressed
Meanwhile in Selma, Ala., that `'. . . we treat ail the
Circuit Judge James A. Hare basic social ills which cause
granted a delay in the murder p,,verty instead of just treating
trials of three men charged flu. symptoms", in a speech
with the beating death of the to the Human Relations Con.
Rev. James Reeb, a Boston feience of the Gary, Ind. Teach.
Unitarian minister, during a ers- Union
"Of all the many aspects of
the War-on-Poverty, providing
the best possible education for
our youth and retraining for
older Americans must have
number-one priority if we are
to eliminate poverty and
achieve the American dream ef
equal opportunity and dignity
for all.
"However, at present we are
not even able to meet the mini-
mal goal of just keeping our
children in school until they
civil rights demonstration.
Facing arraignment on first-
degree murder charges are
O'Neal Boggle, 30; his brohter,
William Stanley Boggle, 36, and
Elmer Cook, 41.
Their lawyer, Joe Pitcher,
Jr., asked continuance on the
grounds that he accepted their
defense only recently and had
not had sufficient time to pre-
pare for the trial. A new tenta-
tive trial date was set for Dec
14•
Kick the
dull driving habit.
Step out in a lively
Dodge Coronet.
Forget all you've seen and heard about '66 cars.
Because Coronet is here ... sharp, smart and
sassy, the greatest thing from Dodge since Year
One. Loaded with luxury the higher-priced cars
haven't caught onto yet. With a choice of five
engines, each one designed to make the walls of
Dullsville come tumbling down. And with a whole
slew of standard equipment that used to cost
extra. Like an outside rear view mirror. A padded
DODGE I/O./MCA ell CHRYSLERrAT 10010111 CORPORATION
Isn't it time you joined the Dodge Rebellion,
dash for extra safety. Variable-speed electric
windshield wipers and washers. Backup lights.
Turn signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
And, as some extra frosting on the Coronet cake,
a 5-year or 50,000-mile warranty.'
Enough said to get you really tempted? Now
let's get away from the look-alike, drive-alike,
first-cousin cars with Coronet, a car with a lively
personality all its own.
BB Dodge Coronet
-MERE'S NOVI DODGE'S 5•YEAR, 50,000-MILE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler Corporation
confidently warrants ell 04 the lollotvina vital pilaf 04 ItS 19Pli Cliff 104 5 yeare or sou Corn., whichever Oat toll, during which time
any such parts that prove defective in melons! and inrkmanshrp vein be replaced or repaired at Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized
Dealer's place of busrness without chirp for such parts or labor - engine block, head and internal ports, Intake menitold, water pump,
transmission cast and internal parts (excepting manual clutch) torque converter. drive theft, universal joints, Mat axle and differential.
and rear wheel bearings.
REQUIRED IRAINTINANCI: The following meintenante services are required under the warranty—change engine oll very 3 months
or 4.003 miles, whichever comes brat; laplaca oil fitter every second oil change; clean carburetor air filter every 6 months and replace it
every 2 piers; and ever y 6 months !ureter evidence ot thle required service to a Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer and rogues I
him to certify receipt ot such evidence aMI your rare mileage Simple enough for such important protection.
Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.
1A, A 1 Lri THE DOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC•TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.
—.4011111Melt
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Three top cadets in the Army ROTC detachment at A & T
College have been awarded full scholarships by the U.S.
Department of the Army for the remainder of the college
careers. The three, all juniors, (from left to right) are
Joseph Mooney, Rutherfordton N. C.; Winston Leonard,
Roanoke Rapids, N. C., and Linwood Burney, LaGrange,
N. C. They are among 600 cadets selected from leadini
colleges and universities in the United States to win ti
two-year scholarship grants.
Education Called
Enemy Of Poverty
receive a high school diploma.
30% of those starting high
school never finish.
"In the- poverty-stricken cen-
ter-city areas, the percentage
is 60% and higher, meaning
that more studfiqs quit high
school than graduate.
''The vital importance of a
high school diploma in our
very competitive economy is
dramatically illustrated byile.
fact that 2/3 of the long-1 0i
unemployed, those out of work
for longer than 15 weeks, never
finished high school."
Conyers stressed the fact
that the War-on-Poverty pro-
grams, "particularly those de-
signed to keep our children
In school, are being stifled be-
cause of inadequate funds.
The Neighborhood Youth
Corps, which provides jobs and
counseling for young people so
they will remain in. or return
to school, has been so over-
whelmed with new applicants
that the program is now being
cut back in the original areas
where it first proved success-
ful to enable additional areas
to participate."
"The War-on-Poverty is an
excellent beginning," declared
the Detroit Congressman, "but
it is only that — a mere begin-
ning. Though Congress has just
authorized $1.75 billion fore
program's second year, '
Under-secretary of Health, Ed-
ucation and Welfare recently es-
timated that it would require
$12 billion annually to eliminate
the poverty which is the lot of
one out of every five Ameri-
cans."
Miss Shirley Ann Robinson,
former secretary to Conyers,
left Washington recently to re-
port to a position with the Amer-
ican Embassy in New Delhi, In-
dia.
Miss Robinson, who had been
a member of Conyer's staff
since February, was escorted
Is, Dulles International Airport
by the Congressman.
Miss Robinson is joining the
Embassy staff as personal sec-
retary to Mr. James S. Lanigan,
Commercial Attache.
Abuses Inc
Miss. Jail
Cited By 3
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Charges of mistreatment in the
Mississippi State Penitentiary
were made by three Negroes.
One of them, a civil rights
demonstrator, claimed he was
punched and kicked by guards
while an inmate at the prison.
Two others, a man and a
woman, asserted they were
mistreated after their arrest in
Natchez, Miss.
Vinegar vignettes from SPEAS
al.
How Cleopatra won a bet
from Mark Anthony
Cleopatra once bet Mark Anthony
that she could devour a fortune
in a single meal. To prove her
point, she dissolved a pearl in
vinegar and drank the liquid. The
queen of the Nile knew the almost
magicel properties of vinegar ...
and Speas knows more about vin-
egar than anyone. . . as they
have been in business
since 1888.
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Mrs. Claude (Etta Moten) Barnett (left), inter-
nationally known as "Bess" in "Porgy and Bess"
of years back, hosted an evening gathering in
her home for the current cast now playing in
Milwaukee's Pabst Theatre. The special guest of
honor at the soiree was Dr. Eva Jessye, who
trained the original cast and who gave Mrs. Bar-
nett her initial "break" in show business.
This smiling trio includes pretty Catherine Eason, the alter-
nate "Bess," Gordon Watkins, who portrays "Jake," and Ed
Pierson, Chicago school teacher and a guest at the party who
played the "Jake" role the summer of 1964 at the New York
City Center.
Engaging in some feminine chit-
chat during the evening are (from
left) Mrs. Hazel' Renfroe, Mrs. G.
Chatting over cocktails are (from left) Mrs. Hol-
lie Hamilton, a cousin of Andrew Frierson, who
Vocal entertainment for the eve-
ning was rendered by the Blenders
of Milwaukee, who came with Dr.
Jessye for the Barnett party.. They
• are (from left) John Jackson,
Ernest Taylor, Edward Montgom-
ery and O.C. Woodard.
LeRoy Gentry (left), noted pat- Montgomery (right) and Dr. G.
nist, "clowns-it-up" with Mrs. Bar- LaMar Harrison.
nett to the delight of Edward
In animated conversation are Earl B. Dickerson (left) and Dc.
G. LaMar Harrison.
portrays "Porgy;" and Mr. and Mrs. Earle P..
Byrd, an aunt and uncle of Frierson.
Earl Calloway, music critic for the
CHICAGO DAILY DEFENDER,
greets "Porgy," Andrew. Frierson.
Joyce Bryant, who was unable to
attend the fete portrays "Bess."
A male gab-feat is Chris O'Brien (left), "the
coroner," and Robert Garwood.
This tete-a-tete duo is Edna Ricks, understudy
for "Lily" and who was in the international
troupe that toured 29 countries, and Hortense
Love, international concert artist. (Photos by
Bill Abernathy) .1
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Winning guest prizes which were the same as club prizes
and awarded in the same order were: LOUISE WARD, first;
OTHELLA SHANNON, second; JUANITA BRINKLEY, third
and MILDRED WILLIAMS, whose blue knit was cut low in
the back with the back being laced up and topped off by a
pretty pin; HELEN PRATER, ALMAZ1NE DAVIS, ALTHEA '
PRICE, LOIS TARPLEY, VERA CLARK, RUBY JEAN
LEWIS, MARY ETHEL JONES, RUBY JACKSON, drawing
many compliments in her orchid knit, BERNICE BARBER
and EMMA TOM JOHNSON.
JOHNNY BLACK entertained the LaBell Charm ante
Bridge club at her Vista Drive home Saturday night and win-
BERTHA JOHNSON, ARDEN1A HERNDON, BERNARD1NE wishes to 
say, "I'm sorry to those who had to be inflicted fling her first club prize of gold 
hors d'oeurves forks and
I HOLMES, BEECHER DOBBS, MARY BRADLEY, a n d w
ith my bridge playing." JOAN JOHNSON won the second 
prize a lovely and useful
OTHELLA SHANNON. 
Gold and white was the color scheme HELEN BATTS bridge set.
Cobra members playing were FREDIA MARR who won chose when s
he entertained the Debonair Set with bridge in Other club members playing were 
VERNITA DOGGETT,44
TODD did on Friday night with much ease and charm
when the LaVogue Bridge and the Cobra Bridge Club
heeded her call to meet her at LARSEN1A CAIN'S.
This gave the two clubs an opportunity to trade secrets
and winning first prize for both clubs was EVA HAWKINS,
who was gifted with two sets of lovely jewelry. MATTIE
BELLE WARD, winner of second prize is also a member of
both clubs and she too, was a prize winner in each club with
I
beautiful jewelry; third prize winner of the LaVogues was
CORA SMITH, and LARSEN1A CAIN came in for fourth. Theirs
was also jewelry.
Other LaVogue members playing were SADIE McCOY,
I
• Who was it who said brevity was a virtue? Well, anyway
we're aspiring for that virtue this week.
The bridge club has burst forth in full bloom, and the ladies
are very prettily vying for those gorgeous prizes and just en-
joying the conviviality of good friends.
On Friday night the VIP Bridge club hearkened to the call
of club member, ERLINE MOBLEY on Harlem, and gathered
around the bridge tables for their regular monthly session.
Capturing first prize was FAYE G. LEWIS, who was elat-
ed over the bridge set; MAUDE GILLISPIE, their club membei
who commutes to meetings from Coldwater, Miss; won jewelry
as second prize and VELMA LO!S JONES' booby prize was a
leather address book.
Other club members playing and enjoying the steak din-
ner were BERNICE COLE, MARTHA BROWN, who's also
from Coldwater; VALTINA ROBINSON, EMMA JEAN STOTTS,
MARIE MOTLOW and SHELIA ROBERTS.
Guest prize winners were LORETTA CRUTCHER, who
came in first for beautiful jewelry; LOUISE WALKER, sec-
ond, winning ash trays, and BEULAH PRESTON'S third prize
was a cigarette lighter. GWENDOLYN POSTON, DOROTHY
SAULSBERRY and CLEO JONES were the other guests.
Entertaining two bridge clubs at once is what DORA
third prize of jewelry; CHRISTINE ROBINSON, ANN BEN-
SON, MAYDELLA REEVES, SADIE l 4`•70.)Y, ELIZABETH
SHAW, and ALZORA HASTE.
Guests were MARTHA GALLOWAY, winning the first prize dressed club 
members and guests.
jewelry; ROSA ROBINSON, second prize winner, pleased over There were gifts from the very beginning. As each guest
ERTRUDE WALKER looked down at her plate on the table she was 
pleasantly
knit slack suit from her club members as a token of their
mestee in her for having received her master's degree from
Memphis State this past summer; HAZEL LEE, who's pres-
ident of this closely knit clan; EZZELL PARKS, in a black
suit with a stunning rhinestone pin; THELMA MILLER and
SHIRLEY JOHNSON.
Guests who got together and rode in one car for the de-
lightful trek were: SALLIE BARTIIOLOMEW, looking good in
a pale blue two piece knit which when worn without the jacket
is an after five, she also won the first prize of gorgeous towels,
MOLLIE BOLDEN'S second prize was a manicure set, WAL-
TER1NE OUTLAW, FANNIE JOHNSON and your scribe who
the Oak Room at the Sheraton Motor-Inn Saturday evening.
Petite Helen carried out her color scheme even to her smart
gold silk suit-.and was quite gracious as she received her well
When EURAL1A FLETCHER planned for her P A TS surprised to f
ind a gold and white sachet for her drawers at
Bridge Club meet, she must have asked the gods for a beauti- 
home. Then Helen, had thought of a unique alphabet game,
ful sunny day and that exactly what she got so her club wher
e each person pulled a letter and if it was the first letter
members could enjoy the ride down to Hernando, Miss., to of her name, she won a prize.
her lovely home with its spacious grounds.
Winning prizes at this game were Debonair member ANN
She had the cateress to come down also to prepare the deli-
WILLIS, whose blue knit featured the A lines, and guests
PEARL BRUCE, OTIIELLA SHANNON, and DOROTHY
cious prime roast beef dinner and Euralia, who's an Incompar-
able hostess served as bartender and manned the stereo with
its soft melodies making it conducive for the members and
guests to play at their best.
WILHELMIEN LOCKARD, was the jubilant winner of the
first prize which was a gorgeous dresser set which she swore
was exactly what she needed; ETHEL ISABEL claimed the
second club prize of beautiful bath towels and other club mem-
bers enjoying the meeting which always holds a special place
on their social calendars were JEAN EVANS, looking smart
in a yellow knit with a cowl neckline, she was gifted with
MISS CAROLYN
HOLLINGS WORTH
Carolyn Hollingsworth
To Be Married Nov. 7
Mrs. Kathryn Shay',7, of 2086
Swift at. and Mr. Willie Hol-
lingsworth of 3028 Tillman
Cove, announce the engage-
ment of their daughter, Miss
Carolyn Joyce ilollingsworth.
to Arthur LaVan Webb.
Mr. Webb is the son of Mrs.
Gladys Webb of 1478 Willett
and Mr. Webb of Chicago, III.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Hamilton High school where
she was a member of the Na-
tional Honor Society and a
Kappa Alpha Psi debutante.
She is presently a junior at
LeMoyne college. During her
freshman year she was chosen
sweetheart of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity.
Miss Hollingsworth is in the
Pyramid club of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority, C. F. and the
NEA chapter at LeMoyne.
Mr. Webb is a graduate of
Hamilton High school, He at-
tended Morehouse college in
Atlanta and received his bache-
lor et science degree from
Memphis State university. lie
is presently a graduate student
at Memphis State.
Mr. Webb is a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
. The wedding will take place
on Sunday, Nov. 7.
Morehouse Grad To
Speak At Voorhees
DENMARK, S. C. — The So-
cial Science Division at Voor-.
bees College will present Pro-
fessor Charles W. Harris, Ph.D.,
as speaker for the annual In-
ternational Vespers Sunday,
Oct. 10, at 730 P.M.
Miss Serena L. Staggers,
chairman, Division of Social
Science, announced that Dr.
Harris will address the Inter-
national Vespers, which is the
first of a series of vespers
seminars sponsored by the
sion.
Dr. Ilarris is chairman of the
Division of Social Science and
professor of political science .0
Coppin State College, Baltimore
- Maryland.
%4CDOtinge
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BALL 5155,51
DANCING!
MIT NIGHT EXCEPT SUN.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
ON WEEK ENDS
Tonight and Monday Ni6ht
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NEW DAISY PARSING 1.01
WESTBROOK.
Winning club prizes at bridge were VERNEITA WATSON,
who fell heir to the first prize, a billfold and who was looking
especially good in a grey knit and whose shoes featured a bow
matching her suit; second prize of kid gloves went to NORMA
GRIFFIN; and the third prize, a suede clutch bag was cap-
tured by LAMARIS ROBINSON.
Other Debonairs enjoying the big bridge party were PEARL
GORDON, ALICE KILPATRICK, VIVIAN WILLIS, CECELIA
WESTLEY, ETHEL WYNN, NELL NORTHCROSS, GLADYS
REED, and MARTHA GALLOWAY.
Pianist To Usher
In Concert Series
nah, Ga., where he was born.:
A graituate of New York City
High School of Music and Art,
he holds bachelor and master
of music degrees from the Man-
hattan School of Music and a
master of arts degree from
Columbia University.
Ile has studied at the Ameri-
can Conservatory in Fontaine-
bleau and in Paris, France
MR. DILWORTH LESLIE
LeMoyne College ushers in
its 1965-66 concert spies on
Friday morning of next week,:
Oct. 22, when it presents a
Brooklyn, N. Y. pianist, Sam-
uel Dilworth-Leslie, before an
assembly in Bruce Hall. 
' I
The cultural program is free
to the public, and senior and
junior high schools are invited
to send interested students.
Starting time is 10:30 a.m.
The artist's appearance in
Memphis will be a part of a
centennial celebration current-
ly underway at LeMoyne and
five other colleges sponsored
by the American Missionary
Association of the United
ChurcO of Christ.
The centennial project was
started two years ago and will
continue until each of the six
colleges celebrates its 100th an-
niversary. LeMoyne was found-
ed by the AMA in 1871. Other
colleges involved are Dillard at
New Orleans, La.; Fisk at
Nashville, Tenn.; Houston-Til-
lotson at Austin, Tex.; Talla-
dega et Talladega, Ala., and
Tougaloo at Tougaloo, Miss,
Mr Dilworth-Leslie, describ-
ed as a talented and sensitive
artist, began playing the piano
at the age of three in Sayan-
HELEN BURNS, BEATRICE FITZGERALD, BEATRICE!
JACKSON, BARBARA COOPER, CHARLENE TURNER, GEe
RALD1NE JENKINS, ROSE MCKENZIE, andJOAN HARRIC
Guests were NAOMIA GOCHET whose first prize was at
coaster set, and VALTINA ROBINSON.
Congrats to ROSETTA MILLER, who's been named a
member of the Office Employes International Union. She's
administrative secretary to the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights Office and executive secretary to the director,
Jacques E. Wilmore.
She's also a member of the Catholic Human Relations
Council, the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority and an Auxiliary
Probationary Officer with the Juvenile Court. A busy busy
young la', methinks.
Cheery hellos to ELSIE MALUNDA who's recuperating
at home after being a patient at Crump Hospital and to SARAH
CHANDLER and JOSEPHINE 13-RIDGES who're now in Crump.
BETTIE and ODIE L. POWELL are home from Chicago
where they visited his son and family, the Odie L. Powells,
Jr., and: Gary, Ind., where they visited the William Powells
and the B. H. Cresswells. It was an anniversary trip for the
couple and the weather worked in Bettie's favor, and hubby
had to buy her new clothes to fend off that Lake Michigan
breeze!
Scholarship Winner
Cited By Two Schools
Dr. Josephine B. Isabel,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George T. Isabel, 2068 Clare-
mont Circle has been named
one of the outstanding young
women of the year by LeMoyne
College and Meharry Medical
School,
Dr. Isabel, a graduate of
LeMoyne College was awarded
a year Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority scholarship. She spent
three years at LeMoyne col-
lege and did medical study at
Meharry Medical College, Nash-
ville.
During her study at LeIllfoyne
and Meharry Dr. Isabel main-
tained. an "A" average. Finish-
ing in a class of sixty men and
three women, she was awarded
third top honor from Meharry.
In 1963 she externed at St. Jo-
seph Pospital, Syracuse, N.Y.
She is now doing her Residence
in Pediatrics at General Hos-
and Dora Zaslavsky. pital, Washington, D.C.
Ile .made two successful ap- Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
,s in New York 1;st
year at Carnegie Recital Hall
on April 12 and at Town Hall
on Nov. 15.
with Nadia Boulanger. His
teachers include Theron Wal-
cott Hart, Leander Dell'Anno
through its scholarship fund
has worked quietly, but forci-
bly in encouraging young wom-
en to attain their ambitions.
To benefit its scholarship
ifund, the sorority is planning a
:Discotheque Dance at Currie's
Supper Club on the night of
November 5th. The event, com-
plete with casual dress, prizes,
and many other attractions will
take the spotlight. A Savings
DR. J. B. ISABEL
Bond will be awarded the luc-
ky ticket holder. One need not
be present to win.
Miss Velma L. Jones is basi-
leus and Mrs. Ann Benson,
chairman of publicity.
Dr. Samuel Nabrit Visiting U. Of W.
appointment as deputy United Two Wise nsi f
Nabrit, presideht of Texas South- In 1964 Wisconsin. initiated a 
bers, Dr. David C. Davis of the
School of Education and instruc-ern University, will visit the new program of working with
: University of Wisconsin Wednes-i
day, 
three predominately Negro uni. tor Larry J. Junkins, art and
versities in the South — Texas:art education, are teaching at
The juest from Houston, who Southern, North Carolina Col
-.Houston this academic year.
has served various diplomatic lege at Durham. and the Agri-
missions for Presidents Eisen- cultural and Technical College 
On Oct. 29-30. representatives
bower, Kennedy, and Johnson, of North Carolina at Greensboro. °f the four institutions of higher
will visit University pre.ident The two-year pilot project learning will meet in a planning
workshop in Madison.
Reciprocal faculty arrange-
ment are only a part of the in-
terchange program. It also
covers such areas as curriculum
development, faculty improve-
ment, student motivation, con-
FEDDIE the EDUCATOR
says
Should leachers engage in poli
tics? As citizens they howls respon-
sibilities as v6,11 as rights . .
As educators they should support
educational legislation.
,10.4 6Edvcs1,66 A$16E1066
MADISON, W is . — One of Jzines Nabrit, president of lio-iJohn Biggers, a visiting pro-
A ---,,•;;•a's most distinguished ward University until his recentt fessor of art.
o n ac y mcm-Negro educ.aiors, Dr. SamuelNations ambassador
Fred Harvey Harrington and
meet with the University's com-
mittee on Cooperation with
was made possible by a 9300,000
Carnegie Corporation grant.
Texas Southern has two per-
Negro Universites, headed by sons on the Madison campus
professor Jack Barbash. of Wisconsin: Mrs. Clarice
Nabrit is a brother of Dr. Lowe, a doctoral student in
speech and literature, and Dr.
76ers Cut Jones
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI)—
The Philadelphia 76ers asked
waivers on Larry Jones, 24-year
old backcourt man who play-
ed in 23 games for them last
year. his Rookie season in the
National Basketball Association.
Jones, of Columbus, Ohio,
played for Toledo University
in his college career. The move
left the 76ers with 12 men on
the roster. One more will be
cut before the season opener
Saturday at Baltimom
TWO BEST PLACES TO BET—
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
ferences and institutes, admini-
strative training, and graduate
training.
The program brings in such
cooperative matters as develop-
ment of a specialized placement
:service to recruit faculty mem-
:bers for the southern schools,
consultation between admini-
strators, and collaborative re-
search, particularly in the areas
of economics and educational
!psychology.
Thursday Dr. Nabrit will meet
in Madison with the National Ad-
visory Committee of the Com-
munity Action Program Techni-
cians Training Center for
Depressed Rural Areas.
Ad Agency
Launches
Job Drive
WASI1INGTON — (NP1) —
To impres5 Negro youth with.
the fact that equal opportunity
is real, th -i American advertis-
ing industry launched a drivill
themed: "Things Are Chang-
ing." Suggested advertisements
and commercials were sent to
all newspapers, radio and TV
stations.
The campaign points up the
skills Negr3 youth must acquire
for the jobs opening up to them.
Vice President Hubert H
Humphrey, in formally opening
up the campaign, said:
"Tings are changing. They
are changing forever. Every.
body is a first-class citizen now.,
There is no more of that get-
in-the-back-of the bus insult and
follishness."
He urged every American to
"sell the idea (of equal oppor-
tunity)" in a spirit of patriotic
devotion.
T h e advertising campaign
was prepared for the Advertis-
ing Council, a non-profit indus--::
try group, as a public service.-
Advertising messages include '
such as these:
"Things a r e changin4
Tberes on way to find out L
equal opportunity applies to
you. Apply yourself."
"Things are changing. Have
you looked at the Help Wanted :
lately? Pr. judice is going out
of business."
The agency elicited the sup-
port of -several rock 'n roll mu-
sic groups, who have recorded
"Things Are Changing," writ-
ten by Phil Spector.
Wife Preservers
re Kl
Us• the kitchen sink as a retch a
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hanger from the door handle of an
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BIRTHDAY PARTY GUESTS—Scores of teenagers were
present for Ronald Walter's 16th birthday anniversary
party. On floor, from left, are George Gossett, Joseph Mil-
ler, Eric Miller and William Jackson. On setend row, same
order, are Peggy Prater, Ruby Mason, Lynn Jones, Earlene
Forrest, Florence Nightingale, Willene Cain, Stephanie,
Larry and Melanie McWilliams. On third row are Marilyn
Carter, Gjuandell Fisher, Michael Pleas, Loyace Lynom,
Ronald Walter Feted
dolt Birthday Party
A large number of teenagers Franklin Ball, Clarence
were present when Mr. and and Shirley Thompson.
Mrs. Norris Walter, Sr., of 838
loka climaxed a week of festi- Chaperoning the party
Davis
were
vities with sixteenth birthday Mrs. Norris, the guest of hon-
party of their son, Ronald Wal-
ter on Saturday, Sept. 25.
Guests arrived for the gala
affair as early as seven u me
Mrs. Bennata Ivory.evening and displayed their
new dance steps and game Bishop Uses Motel—tag
skill. Enrollment at Bishop college
in Dallas, Texas has jumped so
I much that the college is me,
housing students in a ntotel.
Officials at the college an -
flounced that arrangements
have been made to lease rooms
tail frocks. for 60 junior and senior Merl
The elaborate decorations I at the Oaks Manor Motel, 7015
Excellent lighting highlighted
the semi-formal attire where
the young men were handsome-
ly dressed in debonaire suits
and the young misses beauti-
fully attired in after-five cock-
or's mother; Mrs. Cornelius
House, an aunt; Mrs. Allen I
Hargraves, Miss Almazine Dav-
is, Mrs. Milton Teauread and
Mt:FENDER
Joyce Lincoln, Shelia Rodgers, Ronald Walter, Elva Mickle,
Linda Williams, Debra Mattox, Harriet Davis, Aline Jones
and Frank Briscoe. On rear row, from left, are Austin
Motley, John Powell, Jr., Osie Lewis, Jr., Eric Dew alt,
Franklin Ball. Cary Woods, Julius Robinson, Jerry McIn-
tosh, Wade Hardy, Edward Weatherspoon, Larry Moore
and Leon Ivory.--(Coleman Photo)
CRUISE RETRACED
North Carolina College geography majors James Hendricks
(left) and Reginald Sutton, retrace on a map the course of
their five.day cruise with members of a research team in
the Sargasso Sea. Hendricks, a Baltimore senior, and Sut-
ton, a Kinston, N. C. junior, were aboard the ship "East-
ward," which was being operated through the oceano-
graphic program of Duke University gathering Information
on plant and animal life which may be of ultimate use in
meeting problems of the population explosion.
CATCHING A PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATOR
Raincoat clad Georgia patrolman (right) rushes in to help
trapped demonstrator after he broke around police in a
effort to board school bus in Crawfordville, Ga., during
Page 11
the tenth straight day of racial demonstrations. Tallaferro
County closed its only white school and the students have
to be bused to nearby counties to attend sehool. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Grant Students Best Year In 42 Years
Are Tutored
The Three 'Rs' Reported At Coleman Chapel
Twenty-five Grant Elemen
tary School students last sum
mer attended private tutoring
sessions, initiated by Principal
Frank Lewis, to improve their
reading, e riling and mathema-
tics.
Meeting once or twice week-
ly at Mt Pleasant Baptist
Church. the youngsters, five
per class, worked on their lan-
guage and math problems with
Irwin Sheft, tutor-counselor.
They hISO freely discussed their
feelings and thoughts about
their school situation and about day was "Woman in a Changing Featherstone Temple CME, and
themselves. 
-Society.'' The theme song was, Philip Brooks, Smothers Chap-
Evaluation of these tutorials j "Jesus Never Fails." el CME. Oct. 7, and Rev. E. 1.
Guest speaker for the morn- ' Solcatde8,.
T 
Ebenezer Baptist Church,'by the boys and girls them- 
log 
y'°
selves and response from their ; ) St. 
Evangelist 
JainesA 
A.
During the eight months ofi
parents indicated they were a !'Church.isitrc'nheff, siolwifl 
w 
ini w as introduced Rev. Higgins said, young ,
useful learning experience. : by Mrs. N. Dixon, also of St., people of Coleman Chapel have]
After what its officials and Coleman chapel celebrated a', cilia Burke, president of the A. .
poster, Rev. S. L. Higgins, base "IlarVest Festival" preceding l P. Circle; Mrs. Ida I'dcLin, 7
described as one of the most
successful years in its 42-year-
history, Coleman Chapel CME
Church has merged its emigre,
gallon with that of Featherstone
'ME Church.
The church and land on whiehl
Coleman Chapel was located at
1154 Argyle St. have been par
resident of the senior choir
and Mrs. Lucille Stone, presi-
dent of the gospel chorus.
Also Dock Irving, chairman
Guest speakers were floV. .1 of the Trustee Board; Walter -
B. Boyd, general secretary of
evangelism of the CME church,
Oct. 4; Rev. Brady Johnson,
pastor of Antioch Baptist
Church, Oct. S. Revs. E. W.
Williamson, Olive Baptist; Wil-
Women Da and thes y,
dinator was Rev. DeWitt Al-
i-urn, presiding elder of the
Memphis District.
Tools, chairman of the Steward •
Board; Mrs. Streeter, chairman
of Stewardess Board No. 1; "
Mrs. Thelma Hall, chairman of -
Stewardess Board No. Clif-
ton O'Neal, Sr., treasurer; Wil-
chased by the Tennessee StateIliam Smith, Collins Chapel lie Brown, church clerk; Tom
llighway Department, 'CME, and Frank Briscoe, New 
Watson, president of the Usher
Coleman Chapel celebrated Era Baptist, Oct. 6. Board; 
Mrs. Ethel Williamson,
president of the W. M Society
annual Women's Day on Iasi , TrAinitsto Rev. PF.GoEnyna ulniennatrienl, Pres- ;Mrs. Mirene Hall, minister of
en ral Expressway. The "In my close person to per-enriched the merry affair, and I •
Oaks Manor is classified as a son relationship with the on-one 
included barbecue, "luxury motel."
sa.11Fiches of all kinds,' "Bishop had anticipated some,Dr. King Raby Plan deracheivers," Mr. Mel said,scene stealer was the tasty 9 It was evident that they have
spreads, potato chips, corn I increase," a college spokesman the desire and capacity to be
chips, cake, Hawaiian punch, explained, "but in common ' responsible, productive stu-i
hors d'oeuvres and other party with most colleges in the area i , dents and persons." 11
we were almost overwhelmed
at the actual increase."
fare.
THE GUESTS
Among the guests were
Gjuandell and Clemmitine Fish-
er, Peggy Prater, Larry Moore,
Marilyn Carter, Leon Allen
Ivory, William Spencer Jack-
son, Austin Motley, Melanie
Sunday and the theme for the ; • g ,
derson, superintendent of the
During the school year, he I church.
her of Collins Chapel CME I Sunday School; Miss Kathy
...._..4 .
belie‘l.N, those individuals cen- I Mrs. Bertha Todd was gener. Word, President of the Christian
tered tutorials would he 2 val- at chairman of the Women's Youth Fellowship: lVIt. Pris- ,
MOVED FROM MARSHALL I Dr, Martin Luther King Jr.,' are the most effective in any nahle aid in Upgrading academ- Day program, and Mrs. Lucille
Enrollment at Bishop College Southern Christian Leadership Northern city. lc performance.
In a speech pr,,ared for de- individuals or groups inter- 
(P, Ft inct t n, jt chairmanten     of the Program
for the fall semester has pass- 1Conference president and Al'
ed the 1,300 mark, far exceed- Raby, convenor of the 
Coordi-Islivery Friday evening, RahY ested in a tutorial program
tressed t h e accomplisl.mentstog the highest previous en- naling Council of Community o' f the civil rights movement in, 
may contact Mr. Sheft by calling LILY SALUTE
rollment in the college's 84- . 275-3300 or writing IN Tutors, .Organizatious are preparing an Chicago to date and emphasized 1142 N. Parkway. 
SAN ANTONIO— Presidential
Jane McWilliams, Eric DeWalt, Year history, the Bishop source recognition of the Project
- Out Offensive
all-out drive against discrimin-l.h' job that lies ahead in hous-Sylvia Braswell, Osie B. Lewis, said. ,incr. Hoc lion, employment and'NOT ENOUGH 
Equality program sponsored by
George Gossett, Jr., and Aline , ation in Chicago. welfare. IJ nes.Bishop had moved from Mar- In an historic organizational, He called for a stock•taki 
the archdiocese of San Antonio
-taking WASHINGTON — The doc- was made 1 ecently in the formshall, Texas, . ' 
• meeting, the two civil rights by the delegates or chi, right .: trine. trine. of separate but equal" of a letter to the Most Rev.At the time, the enrollmentAlso Jesse H. Turner, Jr., leaders convene w it h aides technique. used to date to de' is not enough f o r Christians, Robert Lucey, President John-was a little more than three
'
Ruby Mason. Sharon Lynn Friday, Saturday ante Sunday t • hi h 'I f declared the Right Rev. Step., son expressed gratification "to
,
James. . captured honors in the Memphis
Speaking (luring the special District of the Christian Meth -
afternoon program was Mrs.' odist Episcopal Church.
Doyle Burnley, principal of the CHURCH STAFF
Dunn Avenue Elementary The official staff of Cole-School. She was introduced by
man Chapel includes Lena! An.inMrs. Fairly P. Austin, a me-,
Jones, Harriet Elizabeth Davis,
Joyce Lincoln, Michael Pleas,
Cary Woods, Lola Yvonne Scott,
Eric and Joseph Miller, Jerry
McIntosh, Alfred Clark, Frank
Briscoe and Shelia Rodgers.
Willine Cain, Elva
Mic e, Stephanie Larry, Al-
teena Claire Foster, John Pow-
ell, Jr., Debra Mattox, Linda
Williams, Earlene Forrest, Nan
Alice Saville, Loyce and Geor-
gia Lynom, Sylvester Brooks,
Wade Hardy, Wendolyn Corley, Plans are on the drawing
board for additional dormitories
for both men and women.
Enrollment increases, college
official ssay, are due primarily
to the enactment of the Civil
Rights Act and the many fi-
nancial aids being offered to
students.
Son Gives
Surprise
Party For Mom
hundred students, but by 1964
had just about tripled in size.
Enrollment last year reached
a peak of 1,029, making the
present figure almost a third
larger.
The students are being hous-
ed at the motel with a Bishop
staff member, Mrs. E. M.
Jones, as residence director,
said Mrs. Jesse McNeil, dean
of students.
DORMS PLANNED
Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal was
feted with a surprise birthday
partyf recently, given by her
so Thomas L. Sykes who just
ed from Germany.
The guests enjoyed Southern
fried chicken, with all the
trimmings and cocktails served
throughout the evening.
Guests included, Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter Stiger, Mr. and '
Mrs. Jordon Flowers, Mrs,
Thelma Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Do-
lah Burke, Mrs. Teressa Wat-
son, Mrs. Mary Sherrod, Mrs.
Therise Brown, Mrs. Willie Bell
Blanchard, Mrs. Vera Eatson,
Mrs. Grace Joyner.
Also Mrs. Fannie Ridley,
Mrs. Virginia Johnson, Mrs,
Helen Burns, Mrs. Barbara,
Brow* her mother, Mrs. Susie ,
Dabney and all of her lovely'
children.
Games were played and the
guis had an enjoyable even-
ir
at Conference Point Camp, Wil- fective in th 'hen f . Bayne, Jr executive,'e coming months.
llama Bay, Wisc. The Friday, In a previous press confer-
and Saturday sessions will be ence, Raby had said, 'With the
behind closed doors. 
'assistancef the SCI C, protest
Earlier in the • k R  wee, ai )y demonstrations will b  e height-
said — "The purpose of t h e ened in Chicago."
new working relationship be- approximately 29 SCLC reprej
tween SCLC and CCCO for
their joint civil rights drive in
Chicago • during the coming
months."
Dr. King, unavailable for pre-
speech comment, has referred
to Chicago as "having more
segregation than Atlanta."
It is understood that King
specifically selected Chicago as
the Northern civil rights battle-
field because Chicago's meth.
lods of discrimination are typi-
cal of the North and because
'Chicago's civil rights groups
meeting will be to establish a King will be accompanied by
4 --•
JOIN
THE
STAG
LINE
sentatives while about 75 CCCO
delegates will attend.
council vice president, Protes-1
tant Episcopal church, during
his address at the sesquicenten-
nial services of St. John's Ept-
:copal church. He added, "It is
not enough in the treatment of
Negroes, , suffice
Iconcern for lonely people or
-others separated somehow from
their fellows."
SALE PRICED FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY!
custom slip covers
'N QUALITY FABRICS
SOFA AND CMAiR AND UP TO
FOUR SEAT CUSHIONS
Includes labor, corded scams and ulis-
storn Installation in your choiee of
colnr-fa.tt fabrics.
FOLDING
DOORS
Wasnithne Heavy GAugn
Plastic Laminated Over
METAL
Fit Oponinot $995
to 32",10"
04;•<, Grey
and White
$5995
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Custom Tailored
DRAPES
Sample thown, in your
home at money sat.ng
prices.
Ready to Hang
Traverse Drapes
INLAID LINOLEUM • INLAID VINYL -
Many Patterns From
Which To Choose
Easy Terms
Extra Special
Price Includes Installation
Free Estimates
11•1111•1•1•111116 
00
Sq. Yd.
•inumnamon
LOWEST PRICE—EASIEST TERMS
WILLIAMS
5HAIDE AWNING CO.
216 S. Pauline Tel. 276-4431
earn of your support and par-
ticipation in project equality.
The goal of equal opportunity in
employment is an important
one for this administration." 1
ORGANS • PIANOS
SALES • SERVICE•RENTALS
Phon•
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
(P01210122 CIOTHIER
Today-start your layaway plan for holiday .terns at Co,,
net Clothier. Clothing for the whole family, only a tow
dollars, pier week will Start your 10yOwoy Or charge.
Come today & see Our SrnorteSt selections in clothing for
men, women & children. We welcome your bus in.,,, with
Courteous SOryi..,
  CHARGE IT 
154 SO. MAIN
527-8037  
music, and Lymous Todd, ad-
ministrative assistant to the
pastor,
DESIGNERS
STYLES AT
DISCOUNT
PRICES
FAMOUS
NAME
BRANDS
USE
OUR
LAYAWAY
LAUREL WOOD
CENTER
88 S. MAIN j
CRAWFORDV1LLE, Ga. —
(UPI) — More than 600 Ne-
groes jammed into a little
church Monday night to hear
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. demonstrations here.
before they marched on the Negroes came from miles
courthouse—where the Kt. Klux around in cars, trucks and
Elan was gathered, buses to see and hear their
King was expected to return Nobel Peace Prize-winning
to Atlanta immediately after leader. They stood three deep
addressing his followers, and around the walls of the church
V 
did not plan to march.
k ztaw;r j tending a Klan rally on the
, .
SET FIRE AT NEARLY COMPLETED HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph DeCausey look at Negro homes, being built in an all-white Leader
side the building.
charred remains of their nearly completed community, set ablaze apparently by ar-
home in Lakewood, N.J., after it was de- sonists. (UPI Telephoto)
stroyed by fire. The home was one of two
Religious Freedom For Protestant
TOOTHACHE
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work in-
stantly to stop throbbing
toothachepain, so safe doc-
'ors recommend it for
teething 
ora-jel'
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Throngs Greet King In Crawfordville
Massive March To Courthouse one Negro demonstration the collar doewgratiton. protest school dese-Klansmen gathered near a Two of the Klansmen at the gr 
Follows SCLC Leader's Address statue of Alexander Stephens, rally were robed. The youngsters were eon-vice president of the Coded- Both the church an the fronted on the courthouse steps
and another 100 gathered out
About 250 persons were at.
Courthouse square as King
was about to speak at the
Friendship Baptist Church,
jumping-off point for weeks of
At the courthouse, scene of
eracy.
The chief speaker was to be
J. Howard Sims. one of three
Klansmen acquitted at nearby
Danielsville last year in the
nightrider slaying of Negro
Lemuel Penn. With Sims was
Cecil Myers, another of the
three.
Sims, 43, Myers, 26. and more
than 20 more of the Klansmen
were dressed in black shirts.
Sims had general's stars on
his collar and Myers sported
the bars of a captain on his
s Seek Parley To
Halt Natchez Violence
SI , NATCHEZ, Miss., (UPI) — month ago set the stage for groups from picketing and
lishment of the Its far-reaching implicationsortant accomplisp , Negro leaders appealed for a the current racial drive here in marching.By LOUIS CASSELS Vatican Council may well be which hundreds of civil rights The Negroes marched, how.
(United Press International) demonstrators have been ar- ever, in defiance of the order
To Protestants, the most im- rested. The city, at that time, and more than 500 were arrest-
turned down a 12-point list of ed. A federal judge in Jackson,
desegregation demands, however, changed the local or-
After the meeting last month, der to permit peaceful pro-
city officials said they would be tests. The reversal resulted in
willing to meet with Negro more than 1,000 Negroes
leaders for discussions at any marching without incident last
time, but would not negotiate ThurscLy night.
under pressure. Police, acting quietly and
Evers, state field secretary courteously even while making
for the NAACP, and local NA- arrests, gave protection to the
ACP president Archie Jones demonstrators and no violence
said in their telegram "the con- occurred.
ference tahle is the place where The Negro demands included
true solutions emerge and school desegregation, more Ne.
where men of good will and gro policemen, repudiation of
sincerity agree on plans to ad- the Ku Klux Klan by city offi-
.-just their differences." icals, better job opportunities
"We want to negotiate," they and courteous treatment of
said, "before tension reaches Negroes by policemen.
' the breaking point and before Nosser, who said he was sym-
unforseeable incidents occur pathetic to the plight of Ne-
which could result in irrepara- groes, maintains the city is,
doing its best to insure Negroes
fair treatment. "If they had be-
gun these marches three years
ago, I would probably have
been for them," Nosser told
reporters.
"But I don't think they have
anything to march about now, '
he said.N
r pointed to the hiring
of Negro clerks by a number
stores, the city's willingness to
hire Negro policemen if quali-
fied applicants are found, and
a court's school desegregation
order to take effect next year.
Evers claimed a Negro wo-
man employed at Natchez
Steam Laundry apparently was
fired because she had taken
part in the demonstrations.
More than 20 other Negro em-
ployes of the laundry gathered
at the local NAACP head-
quarters in protest of the hir-
ing. Laundry officials declined
comment.
Evers said the group would
attempt to win support of a
labor union to protect emplo-
yes and work for better wags.
its declaration on religious
liberty.
This document truly deserves
the much-abused adjective,
"historic." It marks the first
time in history that the Roman
Catholic church has officially
embraced the American con-
cept of freedom of worship
which is enshrined in the first
amendment to the U. S. Cons-
titution.
IT'S YOURS FREE!
TELEVISION SET
This is not a gimmick! Investigate the value in
each of these cars actually pictured. The car
alone is an un-heard of bonanza, but we are
including a earns brand television set FREE!
BUT HURRY ON OUT . THESE
HONEYS WON'T BE AROUND LONG
1965 Buick 4-door Wildcat Exec. car. Full power,
Factory air cond.New car warranty. ... ..S4195
*PLUS NAME BRAND TELEVISION
1965 Ford GalaxiesConc. Radio, Heater, Automatic
trans. Power brakes, Power steering, -A motor.
Full price S2795
*PLUS NAME BRAND TELEVISION
4 —4 11*/40/10-P.I.
I I
1965 Buick Skylark 4-door, V-g, Radio, Heater,
Power brakes, Power steering, Auto. trans., Fac-
tory air, Exec. car.
Price  N3195
*PLUS NAME BRAND TELEVISION
1965 Buick Skylark. Power brakes, 2-door, HT..
Power steering, Auto. trans., Radio, Heater, Fac-
tory air. New car warranty. 93295
*PLUS NAME BRAND TELEVISION
Ms Pontiac Bonn. 4-door H.T. Power brakes,
Power steering, Auto. trans., Factory air, Radio,
Heater. 112305
*PLUS NAME BRAND TELEVISION
'GMAC or Bank Financing Available
joetl haeffer
\Eel motors, inc.
IS WN,EHAV&N NEAR 11500101 IOAD306.123O 3254 HIGHWAY al SOUTH
for countries like Spain, where
the Catholic church enjoys a
favorited position and Protes-
tant minorities are subjected
to various restrictions, were
clearly recognized by the con-
servative bishops who fought
to the bitter end to keep the
council from voting on the
declaration.
They almost succeeded. On-
ly the personal intervention of
Pope Paul VI blocked a last-
niinute Parliamentary maneu-
ver to pigeonhole the declara-
tion.
conference with city officials to
I air their racial grievances.
"We are well aware that
street protests can only focus
the public's attention on the
problems involved, but that
such issues cannot be redressed
in the streets," a telegram to
city officials said.
There was no immediate re
sponse froni Mayor John Nos
ser or other city officials to th
plea. Negro leader Charles Ev
era said marches would con
tinue as planned.
A meeting between white of
ficials and Negro leaders one
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you are clean and tired of high rates
If you have lost your license
wit you are about to loose your license
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
If you have under age 25 problems
If you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-1775 or 948-7776
ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd. Memphis, Tenn.
Everything's
old fashioned about
OLL TANIO
•
•
ble damage and loss of all of
the citizens of Natchez."
A stepped up racial cam-
paign began in Natchez after a
bomb attack on a local Negro
leader more than a month ago.
' Evers threatened demonstra-
tions and the national guard
was sent in because of growing
tensions.
The demonstrations resumed
after the guard was withdrawn
and an apparently effective boy-
cott of downtown stores was
launched. After three weeks of
' peaceful marches, tensions be-
gan mounting again a week
ago when a local chancery
judge enjoined civil rights
except the people
who drink it
They know that "old-fashioned" doesn't mean out of fashion. Good taste never goes out of style.
Like the smooth, rich, mellow taste of Old Taylor 86. Traditional? Yes! But so very modern. Try it.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof,T he Did Taylor Distillery Co.,Frankfort and Louisville, Ky.
.haler Learns
New lingo
NEW YORK— In addition to
learning the lines he has to
speak, an actor often has to
learn the languarge of "lingo"
associated with the role he is
to play. Recalling that old par-
lor game based on general in-
formation, Academy Award
winner Sidney Poitier has a
question: "If you had an Asroc,
would you eat it, wear it or
buy it a leash?"
Unless you are a member of
th.e. U.S. Navy, you might have
trouble identifying an Asroc,
but as Poitier now knows, it is
the very latest type anti-sub-
marine rocket-torpedo.
Poitier is currently starring
with Richard Widmark in Co-
lumbia's "The Bedford Inci-
dent," based on Mark Rasco-
vich's best-selling novel. James
B. Harris directed and co-pro-
duced the picture with Wid-
mark.
T h e story is set aboard a
modern destroyer during a rou-
tine ASW patrol, which Poitier
can now tell you is an anti-sub-
marine warfare patrol.
"Hollywood has its own lin-
go on the sound stages" says
Pottier. "Various sized lights
are called brutes, broads and
babies. A spider is an electri-
cal outlet for several cables.
The Navy too, has its own par-
lance. One of the first I read in
the script was ''rell the 000 to
secure GQ.' that means to
have the Officer of T the Deck
cancel General Quarters, or
Battle Stations."
"SB, it was soon discovered,
is the abbreviation for Sick
Bay, the ship's hospital, with
its gleaming equipment and
spotless floor. But never say
'floor,' wall' or 'ceiling.' Any
sailor worth his salt calls them
'deck', bulkhead' and heading.'
So if you happen to s e e
painted numerals on a bulkhead,
say '03-56-01.,,' you will know
immediately you are on the
third deck below, at the 511th
bulkhead back of the bow, and
in the Officers' living quarters.
Modern ships are so vast and
complex that even sailors get
lost. In case of emergency, it's
comforting to know exactly
where you are and the him
I Lion of the nearest exit:
courthouse square were heavi-
ly patrolled by local police and
about 60 helmeted state troop-
ers.
Sims and Myers walked the
streets of Crawfordville, trying
to rent a place to hold their
rally
During the afternoon Sims
and Myers sat in a park, flank-
ed by two troopers, listening to
the World Series on a transis-
tor radio .
"Our leader will be here to-
by Sheriff M.B. Moore w5o re-
fuse them permission to ter
the building. Some of thlirhil-
dren in the group were as
young as four years old.
The children , some of them
carrying lunch sacks, marched
from the church where King
was to speak and demanded
an audience at the courthouse
with Mrs. Lola Williams, Talia-
ferro County School Superinten-
dent.
Moore blocked their path and
night," Sims said, declining to told them only six could enter
elaborate, for an audience with Mrs.
Williams.
"Whose courthouse is this?"
asked Jimmy Wells, one of the
group's leaders.
"This is the county's court-
house," the sheriff replied.
Another Negro youth was
permitted to enter theagurt-
house to ask Mrs. Williail!V to
address the demonstrators.
He returned a few minutes
later and shouted: "She's lock-
a sit- ed up. She's not here."
FBI agents were operating
out of what has been dubbed
"the FBI Crawfordville field
office" in an abandoned gro-
cery.
The highway patrol contin-
gent here, which has numbered
40 officers during the past two
weeks of racial trouble, was
beefed-up today to 60 troopers.
About 250 Negro children
marched to the courthouse be-
fore noon and staged
ELK'S CLUB
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!STORE HOURS
For Tent Sale
8 A.M. to
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WE'RE CLEARING OUT OUR WAREHOUSE
AND SALESROOM! SAVE BIG NOW . . .
FABULOUS PRICES ON G-E APPLIANCES!
Up to 14 pouna capacity • Filter-rse washing
system • Water saver load wilectica • Two
wash cycles • Three wash temperatures • Two
rinse temperatures • Cold water wash sad rinse
• Spray rinse • Turbotype pump • Unbalance
load control • Satiety lid owt6.h
GENERAL ELECTRIC
PORTABLE
dYke/gdo
DISHWASHER
• Needs ion installation
• Rolls anywhere . . on easy.
rolling casters
BIG
BUYS!
IN BIG NAME APPLIANCES
NO
MONEY
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ZiriA6
36 MONTHS
TO PAX
GENERAL ELECTRIC
DIAL DEFROST
REFRIGERATOR'
ask, 241-isseh•s whie
• Full width I:reeler. and
Chiller Tray • 2 Adjustable
Cabinet Shelves • Big 9 67
Cu. Ft. Fresh Food Section
• Two Egg Shelves, Butter
Compartment • Full-width
Porcelain Enamel Vegetable
Bin 9 In Bushel capacit
Wad 11161211A wir
with TANDEM "82"
All-channel VHF-UHF reception with
the new GE Tandem "82" integrated
tuning system featuring the exclusive
''410" pe.rmetronic transistor tuner.
• Front controls and front sound—
easy to see ... easy to use.
easy to
ir Attractive textured plastic cabinet
with motrhing nerving handle.
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16" PORTABLE G. E., TV
and STAND 
19" PORTABLE T V
and STAND REPOS 
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21.' COLOR T.V. (M92lowd) 
 1388.88
RC 7100 GE STERO .
RC 7492 GE STERO with Tune, . $499.895
SPECIALS
HOME LAUNDRY 6 DISHWASHERS
NORGE WRINGER WASHER .... $129.95
REPOS. WA604, GE WASHER . 1125.00
DES10A GE DRYER 
 $139.95
SP 305 DISHWASHER 
 $75.00
Si4500Y GE DISHWASHER  $179.95
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TB404Y,141 FROST FREE  $249.95
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• Iligh Speed Drying System
• 3 Temperature Selection
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PAY DAY TERMS
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SPORTS
HORIZON
4-0 shutout.
.quarter only to lost in the last;
Drysdale evened the classic seconds to Jackson State."
at two games each with It!Against Southern the Golden!
strikeouts recorded enroute to Lions staved off a late bid byi
an 8-2 win, despite homeruns the Jaguar Cats and lef Baton
that were blasted by Harmon Rouge with a 2-2 record.
dlebrew and Tony Oliva. The Grambling was ambushed in
odgers won led- Sunday's Nashville 40-7 by a well oiled
:ame with their flying spikes, Tennessee A&I State team. The
picing their attack with a pair Louisianians had scored victor-
, oundtrippers of their own by ies in their first two games over
Ves Paker and Lou Johnson. Alcorn and Prairie View. It
Back in the favorites role was the Big Blues' first win
-
gain L. A. is given a good over Grambling since Coach
hance with Koufax and Osteen John Merritt took the helm at
lated for mound duty in games TSU in 1963. State is undefeated
ive and six. Should the pair in three games.
f south-paws pull the trick Douglas Porter. son of Father
hose who went out on the limb Bertrand Coach W. P. Porter,
and picked the Dodgers to nail is having his best season since
Minnesota in four consecutive taking over the coaching reins
times would be true prophets, at Mississippi Valley State.
only the string of triumphs MVSC scored a first period
would come on the back end, j touchdown and conversion
MAJOR LEAGUE HOCKEY 'Southern, and it proved decisive
The Detroit Red Wings and when the visiting Texans
Chicago Black Hawks of the against Texas failed to make a
National Hockey League appear- two-point conversion after scor-
scl last week in the Mid-South ing a third quarter TD. The
Coliseum and their exhibition 7-6 Homecoming victory tt as the
match ended in a 3-3 stalemate. Delta Devils fourth without a
Dyer 5,000 watched well padded defeat.
slayers swat the puck and Ox Clemmons. former coach country eleven's six-year Ilex ,
sometimes each other for three at Lane, Morris Brown and over the Nashvillians. 
27 yards from Grambling's 31 Dickey; Pass; Dickey to
periods up and down the hoc- Jackson State. returns to Jack- Dandy Dickey engineered his way
to the four. Bill Tucker bulled Walker.
to the one and Dickey Grambling: Atkins, 37-yardkey rink. Most of the fans son, Tenn. Saturday night as three (50, 32 and 60 yard) 
'scored on a keeper pass from Robinson, Jonessame to see the Red Wings' all-,he sends his Edward Waters touchdown drives, threw tw o
. 
lime star Gordie Howe and fast. College team against Lane at scoring aerial tallies and ran Forced to kick from . their kicked.
rishing Bobby Hull of the Black Rothrock Stadium. n 36 the Bayou Tigers re-
cheering fans. 
for one touchdown to thrill 8,000 c'w '
covered the punt after NolanI 1 
A KEY WIN 
Smith's fumble on Tennessee
State's 31. Grambling signal
"I think our freshmen ling- caller Eddie Robinson lost four
men were great," Coach Mei:- yards before hitting Robert At-
for 
a roal d 3 Johnson do
touchdown
 
added 
 
h
 
 t e
velocity toward the Chicago
goalie.
Hull one of the NHL's top
'OUTSTANDING POLICEMAN' — Robert L. Wells, left,
has been selected as "Outstanding Security Policeman of
the Month" of September at Defense Depot Memphis,
and here he is seen being congratulated by Col. Shelby
L. Gillete, commander of the Dept. Mr. Wells, who is a
veteran of World War II and lives at 3307 Alta rd., is the
first man to be selected under a new program at the instal-
lation which will recognize the performance each month of
a single emplio e on the 23-man security force. Mr. Melts
was ass arded the honor on the basis of his knowledge of
sarious jobs, alertness, appearance, courtesy safety and
otter factors. He entered government service in 1950 as
a messenger at Old Mallory Air Force Depot, started
out as a clerk at the Depot in 1962, and joined the security
Force in 1963. He and Mrs. Wells are the parents of five
children. (Official DSA Photo).
By BILL inTLE•
DODGERS, FOUR STRAIGHTillawkes. Howe scored two goals,
Those who said that the Los one in the first pe
riod, and
Angeles Dodgers would take the 
!
showed uncanny skill at sending;
Minnesota Twins 'in the World the puck zipping at 
the high
Series with a sweep of four
straight victories may prove to
be expert prognosticaters — al-
though the predictors might scorers last season,
 didn't tally
have to hedge a bit to do so. against Detroit but 
he kept the
The Twins had read that Sandy Red Wings on the ale
rt with his
Koufax and Don Drysdale, the dazzling speed and 
all around •
Dodgers' 20 games plus star play on the ice.
pitchers, were unbeatable and Sid Abel, Red Wings coach,
that there were possibly two was looking out over the arena
other National League teams as the ice was being readied
capable of handling the Twins, for play in the second period
Playing at their home park and told this writer 
that the
In Minneapolis-St. Paul, the average major league player
Twins, anxious to make their received $13,000 yearly in sal-
doubters eat up their wordslary. Abel pointed o
ut that you
stunned the Californians by 
,
need an arena with a seating
ravishing the slants of big Drys- capacity of at leas
t 13,000 to
dale to win the opener and operate. The Memp
his Wings,
made it 2-0 in the series by who 
led the Central Hockey
defeating Koufax the next day League in attendan
ce last sea-
The odds shifted to the Twins son, is a farm team of Detroit.
as Sam Mele's musclemen liNBEATENS FALL
moved to Dodger Stadium for Arkansas AM&N turned two
three games if necessary. second half bobbles into touch-'
,
Claude Osteen, an old tor- downs as the Golden Lions
mentor of the Twins when he scored one of its rare victories,
labored for Washington, con. over Southern 24-15 on the :•ome
booed his mastery over the field of the Jaguar Cats. A week'
A. L. pennant winners with a prior to this game Arkansas had
held a 21-7 lead in the final
Lincoln University Admits
Dickey Leads TSU To 40-7
Victory Over Grambling
NASHVILLE—Eldridge Dick•I
ey dazzled a standing-room- I
only homefolk crowd in W. J.
Hale Stadium as he led Ten.
a 10-yarder to move the ball'
to Grambling's 16. From there,I
Dickey zeroed on Robinson in
DV dirt with 14:04 left in the
Defensive specialist Franklin
McRae and Don Merritt cor-
nered Bean in his own end zone
forcing him to fumble. Tackle
Small College
Leader Beaten
In Memphis over the paA
weekend for the Manassat.
Booker T. Washington High
Schools' football game were
several former students at Man-
assas, who look forward to the
game as a time for a reunion.
The group included Czol,guS
L. Coleman, of Englewood, N.
J., a member of the first Man-
assas High School football
team; Dempsey It. Spicer,
Louis McNeely. and Quincy
Hughes, of Chicago.
Mr. Spicer and Mr. McNeely,
the latter who also graduated
from LeMoyne College, work in
government service in Chicago.
Mr. Hughes. also a Manassas
graduate, is employed at U.S.
ing pass and a 43 yard gallop
more do it all tallied on a 65- Steel.
yard punt return, 35-yard scor- Mr. Coleman is Worshipful
front scrimmage.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ilow By the score you might have
the top 10 small college football figured Douglass and Mitchell
teams fared over the weekend: Road were engaged in a base- tees of First Baptist Church
1. San Diego State lost to ball game as their grid bat's.,. 
there, which is presently con-
Long Beach State 35-32. a hard fought defensive tilt, struc
ting a $275,000 church to be
2. North Dakota State best was nownolneagbuye Mitchell, 7•4. In
battle Melrose 
completed by May, 1966.
whipped Merry High of Jack-
son, Tenn., 19-0 on the losers'
AugUstana (S.D.) 47-7.
3. Florida A & 51 beat Ala-
bama A & M 28-14.
college 40 to 7 under the lights ,'isULL TO END 'the tally. 
4. Main beat New The Golden Wildcats willfield'nessee State over 
Grambling,half. I McRa9 recovered the ball for
last Saturday night. 
Hampshire 48-13. aye a tough hurdle when they
' Taking over the ball on SCORE BY QUARTERS
Coach John A. Merritt's B
i !5.Northeast Oklahoma State return to league action Friday
bl' ' • 7 f short' Tenn. State 0-20 20 lost to East Central (Okla.)
0 7-0— night against Douglass, a teamGrambling 0— 
24L 
that shows a 6-6 tie with Ma-
S C 0 R I N G : Tennessee: 
24-21. 
Western beat Col-, nassas as the only blot on its
Robinson, 20 yard pass from orado State College 20-7. record in three games, Mel-
Dickey, run failed; Dickey- 7. liofstra beat Bridgeport rose is 3-0 and must win to
one-yard plunge, run failed; 50-2S• keep pace with Manassas. On
Pride, four-yard pass from
8. North Dakota U. beat the same night Hamilton wit
South Dakota State 14-7, be gunning for its first win of
O. Los Angeles State was idle. the season when the Wildcats,
10. Fresno State beat 'Monta-
na State 25-10.
Blues arc sporting a perfect
3 and 0 season and played the
role of spoilers for the second
week in a row by toppling
Grambling front the undefeated
list and breaking the bayou
20 Coeds To Residence Hall
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa.
— Resident coeducation has
come to Lincoln university for
the first time in its 112-year
history.
The Alumni Guest house has
become a residence hall for
the 20 girls admitted to Lin-
coln on a resident basis, They
are the vanguard of a planned-
for 130 girls when a new resi-
dence hall, now on the draw-
ing board, is completed in 1967.
In the 1966 academic year,
the girls, along with 65 addi-
tional coeds will be housed in
a converted men's dormitory
until completion of the new ,
women's dormitory.
The 20 coeds will not be
Sy FRANK WATSON
Central Prres Sports Writer
QUESTIONS
1—Is Paul Brown in the foot-
ball Hall of Fame?
2—Boh Waterfield is In the
tootbnll Hall of Fame. True or
Vase!
3—What In Crazy Legs
Illrach's first name?
HOONEE? KNOWN on
TV and in
nightclubs as a
top-name com-
edian. he re-
cently bought
into a pro foot-
unique as students, since the
university has had coeds on its
campus near Oxford, Pa., for
several ye-, s on a day-student
basis. This year, however, the
coeds will number 45.
"Their presence on campus,"
Lincoln university president
Marvin Wachman said, "is a
logical progression from the
decision reached a dozen years
ago by the Board of Trustees
to admit girls on a day-student
basis.
"With modern colleges 1,
fleeting most aspects and stra-
ta of society, many educators
throughout the nation are rec-
ommending the termination of
I the 'all-male' or 'all-female'
I education traditions, largely
holdovers from the middle
ages.
"Lincoln's decision to extend
coeducation beyond a day-stu-
dent basis is the result of an
'exhaustive faculty study which
indicated the university could
best achieve its educational ob-
jectives as a coeducational in-
stitution. During the study,
comments of alumni, faculty
and students, as well as edu-
cators at other institutions
were evaluated and the over-
whelming balance of opinion
favored coeducation," he add-
ed.
Miss Mary G. Minor, former
dean of women at the Univer-
sity of Basutoland. Bechuana-
land and Swaziland in Africa,
will serve as counselor to wo-
ball club. An men.
avid sportsmen. ' 
he is a close rot-
tower of grsd-
iron games.
ANSWERS
"a11.1,1,—Z
.014—r
•(vetuotty Ammo- sattooH)
Distributed by Central Press
HIDE GRAY HAIR
SLICK BLACK
kick that went cut of bounds,
Dickey inarched to the end
zone in seven plays and scored
on a one-yard plunge with 7:23
to play. Dangerous Dickey kept
the drive rolling by scrambling
edanadfteornthinisuekde,y"Tsehau -s pass
Victory was a great team ef-
fort. Especially was the de-
fensive unit great. For the sec-
ond straight week they scored
two touchdowns."
After a scoreless first period,
Dickey and company marched
50 yards in eight plays for the
game's first score.
Dickey kept the march alive
by pitching two key strikes. He
hit ends Johnnie Robinson with
Pro-Files
fiy Bob Sudyk
BIGGEST MARGIN
,extra point.
IGO 80 YARDS
I Taking the kickoff, dazzling
!Dickey marched his Merritt-
men 80 yards to pay-dirt. Willie
Walker snagged a 63 Dickey
offering to keep the drive op-
crative that enabled Dickey to
hit Pride with a four-yard scor-
ing aerial and a 20 to 7 half-
time margin.
Neither team scored in the
third stanza; however, Joe Gil-
ham's defensive crew scored
twice in the closing frame.
Gilliam's huge, 305 - pound
tackle, Tommie Davis blocked
Westley Bean's punt, and Leon
Moore 'recovered the pigskin in
the end zone for the Big Blue's
fourth touchdown with 10:10 to
for a NATI ONAL LEAGUE PlaY-
PENNAkg WINNER:
EARLY
QAT' ONE
MS
SUCKOS
1.14E, PITTSBURGH
PIRATES OF 1902 vuOrs)
11-iE. rukc sY 274 GAMES.
va.),..),NG 103 LOSNG 36
Prep League Teams
Enter Home Stretch
PREP LEAGUE ACTION
The intercepted Pass
been very instrumental in
success of the Manassas
ball eleven thus far as
has
the
foot'
the
collide with i Father Bertrand.
The game is slated for Wash-
ington Stadium. Washington
hosts Lester on Thursday night..
LEAGUE STANDING
Prep league enters the home- TEAM W L T Pts
stretch. For the third game in Manas• as 3 0 1 7
a row the once tied Tigers con- Melrose 3 0 0 6
verted a stray pass into their
Bertrand
Douglass 2 0 1 5
first score. Charles Trigg turn 2 2 0 4
locked 
kwhat s appearedtruggl e  wttot h be a Washing-dea d - Lester 1 1 1 3
0 4 1 1
.1 3 0 2
ton into a 7-0 Manassas victory Hamilton
with only two seconds remain-
ing to be played when he
30-yard interception.
crossed the goal line with a m
A dropped pass in the end
zone by Curtis Broome of Ma-
and a first-half touch.' Return To Seedown scored by the Warriors
which was nullified by a hold-'
times the bitter rivals serious-
ing penalty were the only 
'The Big Game'
ly threatened. Wilbert Trigg
was stopped on his passing,
but many of the league lead-
'.ing passer's throws were on
target and dropped by his re
ceivers. Trigg has tossed for
five touchdowns. Manassas is
3-0-1 which deadlocks the Ti-
gers with Melrose for the
league lead.
Hamilton and Lester were
given two touchdowns by each
other with each scoring one
legitimate TD and ended the
night just as they started —all
even with the two teams bat-
tling to 19-19 tie. If there is
such a thing to run for the
cycle in football Carver's Lar-
ry Stevenson did just that in
leading the Cobras to their
first win, a 20-12 victory over
Father Bertrand. The sopho-
AA
.100.%PiA.
Gilbey's famous frosty bottle pours a martini
as crisp as a cold snap
•
1.,S B t
SORRY
NO MINORS
JUNE 22
,THRU
OCT. 16
ADMISSION  250
* Daily Double 1st and 2nd Races
New aubscription Order * Quinelas Every Racei I * Only 10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
, 
* Matinee Every Saturday 1:30 P.M.
I Kindly send m• the Tri-State 1 '
Defender to address below
1 One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
World's Most Modern
GREYHOUND COURSE
C. J. UPTON
PRESIDENT
EERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER
I TO
DOUBLE ACTION I
/COLORS GRAY NOLO 
2 DRESSES HAIR IN PtACE Sires? Address Zone No 
CO,
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Stele 
POST Q.
TIME wAeNif, I tao
SOUTHLAND • GREYHOUND • PARK
Risft- INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
anassas Grads
Master of Shiloh Lodge No. 53,
Free ammo Associate Masons
PHA of Englewood and co-
chairman of the Board of True.
The four Manassas graduates
were in Memphis last fall for
the game, and afterward left
here to attend the World Series
baseball games.
NEW YORK — (UPI)--Four
National League players —
Maury Wills of Los Angeles,
Lou Brock of St. Louis, Tom
Harper of Cincinnati and Jim
Wynn of Houston — stole more
bases than the entire New York
Met team in 1965. The Mets
swiped a grand total of 29 bas-
es.
GOOD TIME
TO GO
SEE THE NEW
1 9 66 CADILLAC THURSDAY
Our used Cadillacs
are priced to fit
any budget
1964's
1963's
1962's
This time get
Cadillac distinction and luxury
below the cost of less desirable
new cars
We have 50 late model cars to choose
from. All makes end models, bank fi-
nancing-36 months to pay.
COMM BY OR CALL
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
HEADQIIARTE16 TOR THE WORLD'S ,INERT CARS
Pa,tory-eystroued warranty cevadable ONLY
front your Cattillae dealer.
341 UNION OPEN EVENINGS TILL t 827411M
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AT YOUR DRUGGIST 9
ONO
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1965
IltREE PRESIDENTS — President W. S.
Davis of Tennessee A&I State University
left, congratulates Don Sanders, right,
president of the freshman class following
the opening convocation when more than
1,500 freshmen were formally inducted
THREE PRESIDENTS
NASHVILLE — With a record
enrollment of more than 5,000,
Tennessee A & I State Univer-
sity held its opening convoca-
tion last week when more than
1,500 freshmen were formally
inducted into the student body.
Commissioner of Education
J. Howard Warf brought greet-
ings from the State Board of,
Education; Assistant Commis-
sioner of Education Larry Beb-
by was a platform guest. ...
by was a platform guest.
Dr. George N. Redd, dean,
represented Meharry Medical
College, and Dr. John L. Pow-
ell, dean of students, repre-
sented the American Theologi-
iil Seminary.President W. S. Davis de-vered the opening convoca-
tion address. He said, "Our pri-
mary goal should be to provide
for one of the most outstanding
and rapidly-expanding land-
grant universities in the coun-
into the student body. Looking on in center
Is Levi Watkins, Jr., president of the Stu-
dent Council. Mr. Sanders is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Odell Sanders of Brownsville
Tenn.
try.
A & I'S OBJECTIVES
"Our objectives must be to
improve instructional tech-
niques and services; to provide
,for more energetic inquiry into
lunexplored areas of human re-
lations in the American econo-
my; to provide for increased
demonstration in and services
to communities of the state and
nation, and to provide for aca-
demic and personal freedoms
sufficient to elicit the maxi-
mum efforts from our great po.,
tential," he said.
In speaking of student and
faculty concerns, Dr. Davis
said, "The Gerat Society that
President Johnson envisions
can become a reality, but not
without singular contributions
from all of our schools and uni-
versities, especially our public
institutions. The public concerns
of Tennessee A & I State Uni-
versity as a Land-Grant uni-
versity must be in keeping
with the issues that are most
disturbing to the life of our
country.
"We must carry a special
hope to the starving farmer, to
the urban poor without occupa-
tional skills adequate for to-
day's needs; to the elderly, and
to the unprepared youth.
'WORLD CAMPUS'
"In terms of service, the
campus of A & I must become
the campus of the world. Only
in this manner can we make
sure that the Great Society
becomes great for all and griev-
ous for none," Dr. David added.
Citations were presented to
Dr. Thomas Poag, dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences, 13
students and faculty members
who toured Europe last spring
for the Department of Defense.
'Among them was Miss Sarah
Driver of Dickson, Tenn., who,
since graduation last summer,
has become an Eastern Airlines
stewardess.
It. Col. Hannibal M. Cox, Jr.,
professor of aerospace at A &
I, was awarded a service med-
al by the U.S. Air Force for
"meritorious service."
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
The first episode of next sea-
son's "Daniel Boone" series will
feature Olympic decathlon
champion Rater Johnson.
,Quandary Man
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Tommy Kirk, Walt Disney's per-
ennial young man in a quandrY,
will star in "Village of the
Giants" for Embassy Pictures.
Installed in our ShopI
For Your Furniture Pieces
Thor Hor• A Glass Top
Let Us Coy.' Th•rn
50' 001
BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...
• SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED
BOYS WANTED IN
NEW DOUGLAS AND
BINGHAMPTON AREAS
IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY 
Fill in °Misr blank b•low or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397
Mail the above to the Tri-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.
EAST 5014 POPLAR (AT MENN NHA.1
MIDTOWN- Ih")11 MAOISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strickly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children
In School • Shop Montesi Today
U.S. No. 1 Round White
POTATOES
10 Biabg. 45'
Fred Montesi Blue Magic Detergent 980
Get Large Size Fred Montesi
FRED MONTESI
Tray Pack
Reg 69c 18c Per lb
SLICED KING COTTON or
SLICED FRED MONTESI
Woh coupon and S5.00 additionol purchase, occluding value of
coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and calmer° also en- WW
741 
cluded in complionce with store low). One coupon per customer.
Coupon expires noon Wednesday October 20.
C44'1VVVIN FRED MONTES1.1‘0"VVVVW
Ballard or PillsburyBISCUITS.
REGULAR or BUTTERMILK 8 Oz. Can6 For 39c
Page 16
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Singers To
Honor Manager
At Program
Bro. Thodore "Bless My
Bones Wade" of W.D.I.A. Ra-
dio Station will serve as master
of ceremony for the United
Singing Union's Thirteenth Ap-
preciation Day Services for its r
booking manager, Mrs. J. W..
Warford, at the New Pilgrim
Baptist Church, Sunday, Octo-
ber 17, at 7:30 p.m.
Participants on the program
include The New Hope Special,
North Memphis Singing Union,
Morris Special, Seventh Street
Choir, Christian Spring, M. N.
Singers ,and the United Singing
Union.
Also Miss Ophelia, Miss Ber-
nice Armstrong, Mr. and Mrs.
Garrett, Mrs. Betty Pickin,
Nathaniel Hendrix, Will Rod-
gers, Mrs. Mary Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Ophelia
Smith, Rev. M. Sexton, and the
First Baptist Choir Millington.
,arir
""`"^. -4 • 3
TEEN TOWN COLLEGIATES- More than $1,800 in cash
scholarship awards were given to these members of the
Teen Town Singers to be used at the colleges of their
choice. On front row, seated from left, are Lolita Mc-
Kissack, Dyanne Horner, Earline Birt, Mrs. Cathryn John-
DEFENDER
uutiu WILL STATION
.4.••••••
son, directress; Juanita Mason, Willie Mae Jennings and
Julia Thompson. Standing, same order, are Nancy Stewart,
Willie Collins, Marshall Randolph Freda Farner, A.C.
Williams, director; Phyllis Pluckett, Harold Thomas, Mary
Montgomery and Florence Bradford. (Withers Photo)
'GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL NOVEMBER 15, 1965.
Floor Models Reduced
$10000
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL I Open Nites 'Ti! 9 1 4556 SUMMER
Phan* FA 3-1 1 7112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2.4611
Bishop Uses A Motel
To House Students
Baptist church at 2215 Stovall
on Sunday, Oct. 17, and the
Annual Women's Day will be 'theme for the day will be
observed at the New Bethel I"Christian Women Keeping and
Pr CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call 1A 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
2 CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH
740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
REPOS. NAOS S MO EN EBYA DOWN
BALANCE
1964 Nova 1795
1960 Chevrolet 195
1959 Chevrolet  59862
1962 Rambler 497"
1959 Plymouth 44581
1960 Chevrolet 79859
1955 Chev. Imp. Coupe  109346
1959 Chevrolet 596"
1959 Buick H-Top 8936'
NOTES
61'6
4333
2592
150/
32'6
3899
 4639
3821
4453
L WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVEy0 u , II
• •
CALL OR COME BY TODAY 
AA/A\ AA AA\ AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAA AAAAA/A
Increasing Their Faith in Times
Like These."
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Katherine Leach, a mem-
ber of Macedonia Baptist
church, and wife of Rev. D. S.
Leach. Iler pastor is Rev. L.
M. Morganfield.
Mrs. Leach is the instructor
in the Missionary Society of the
church.
Mrs. Ruby Henderson is
chairman of Women's Day, and
Mrs. Annie Taylor, co-chair-
man.
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
of the church.
CINCINNATI - (UPI) -
Jerry Lucas, star forward for
the Cincinnati Royals of the
National Basketball Associa-
tion, became a father for the
second time when his wife,
Treve, gave birth to a daugh-
ter.
Ask Your
Lawyer
QUESTION: Tina Jones was
having difficulties with her
husband, Thomas who was
staying out consistently at
night, and then steadfastly re-
fusing to tell her where he was
spending his absent hours.
Tina and her daughter,
Tracey, left the home and mov-
ed into an apartment with her
mother in the same city.
Thor,,as continued to live at
his home, but he failed to send
any weekly support money for
Tina and Tracey. After six
months, Tina filed a bill for
a divorce against Thomas,
claiming that he had refused
to support his family.
His answer was that Tina
had never asked for any week-
ly support, and since she was
living with her mother she did
not need any support from him.
Is Thomas obligated to pay
anything while Tina is staying
with her mother under these
circumstances?
ANSWER: Yes. The mere
fact that Tina is living with
her mother and obviously gain-
ing some assistance does not
relieve the husband of support-
ing his wife and family.
The law requires that the hus-
band pay temporary support i
during separation, and the an
mount is generally determined
by (1) the ability of the husband
to pay, and (2) the need of the
mother and family.
Consequently, it is a relative
matter, depending on the parti-
cular income, status in life, etc.
of the parties involved, and it
is always an obligation of the
husband to support his family
whether they are separated or
not, pending the lawsuit.
Rights Leader
Held For Grand
Jury Probe
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., ( UPI
- Oscar Bright, a civil rights
leader and key figure in racial
demonstrations, was held t.
on a narcotics charge.
the Hampden County grand jc
The 39-year old founder and
chairman of the Springfield
chapter of the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) ap-
peared Tuesday before district
court Judge Edward J. Dobiecki.
The judge found probable
cause, raised Bright's bail from
$1,000 to 62,000 and ordered him
held for the grand jury for a
hearing.
Police alleged that a packet
of morphine powder fell out of
Bright's wallet after he was ai.
rested in a demonstration here
Aug. 13.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number
Mother's name
Number of papers wanted weekly 
_Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
lassified Ads.
Store For Sale
SPECIAL
01AYBERRY BOOK STORE
129 Beal
Bibles Sheet Music. Histories. Eng-
lish. Fiction, and all kind. of new
and used books.
Help Wanted
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
NO CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
INNIlif /mat WU YOU
GET PlitFi SOMA&
SINVIC.f"
BEST
CARSIN
SOUTH
All Cars Guaranteed
12 FREE LURES and
12 FREE Oil Changes
'61 Cad. $1895
Coupe flit Ville. full power
& •ir. A I owner. Special.
'58 Chrys. $845
300.0 N•vr trans , 11,000
miles on enons Loots &
drives new!
'64 Buick $2167
Elect. 125 Con, Solid white
fact. a , I fully equipt.
'63 Buick $1995
IsSabr• 4.door. Power and
air. 1 owner trad••in.
'64 Buick $2545
LeS•b.• 4-dr. Has fact. air
& power, 3 to choose from.
'63 Pont. $2195
Bonn•ville. 4-door. Hardtop.
Power to air. 15001 actual
miles. Ulm new in every
nopectl
'60 Buick $1145
Invids 2d. 141. Full pos-
•r, red & wilds like new.
'62 Buick $1785
Surf 125, 4-dt , fact, air
& fcll powip, mfr. sh•rp.
'63 Olds. $1967
01. 4-dr. Pact eir, full pow-
er. Salty blue. Real ,harp.
'64 Riva. $3195
Fully equipped. Air
power, 
*".
Open Niles WI 9 p.m.
731 UNION 5254376
BCB
1 h T
BANN Kip!
MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
Cash paid for information leading to
the sale of furniture of appliance.. For
details. Call 275-0435.
PRINTERS WANTED
CARDS OF THANKS
O would -Ilk* to thank everyone who
wan so kind to me during Illy brier
confinement In the hospital. May God
bless all of you.
Mrs Jennie Mae Wilkes
Notice
vegetables, rice, wheat. corn. fruits,
and most anything planted thrives. An-
nual rainfall 55". Temperature. rang,
100 acres -of good farmland where
from a low of 50 degrees to a high
of 85 degrees. Pioneers from all over
the world are pouring Into this country
seeking their fortunes. Some of the
largest companies in the world are
(Male and Female) building factorien throughout the land.We have 600 farms of 100 acre. each
Linotype operators, proof- to sell. They are located within- 75
readers and floormen. Only  America. in Brood, there I. so .egre-
perienced personnel should ap- 
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Real Estate 1
Illinois. Company. Dept. MD, 42 W. SouthStreet. Indianapolis. Indiana. Tele-
phone area code :117. si E 4-0324.
AT 3-1256. We are members of the
lndianapoille Chamber of Commerce.AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswoman
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ard 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
TIIE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 Sorth Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
PACT 11ME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIA, 275 9176
Light assembly wurk to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com-
mercial. Cathedral City Cult.
WOMEN OF CHARACTER
Guaranteed Income, educated. refined.
' 25 to 60. Experienced in teaching
club, church or community work. Not
employed, unencumbered, the lope that
does not usually answer advertise-
ments but desires interesiing. full-time
poeitln rendering services of natural
Importance and being well paid for
same. 
Write to: TNT 'STATE DEFENDER
BOX 311
Memphis, Tenn.
1
DISTRIMUTOR
WANTED
new account. in exclusive territory.
No competition. To service and net tipl
Inveatment secured by fast moving in-
ventory of amazing plastic coating
used on all types of 'whites, interior
I or exterior. Eliminates waxing when/ applied to any type of floor. Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment - $500
Maximum lnveatment - $12.000
For details write or call:
Phone 314 AX 1-1500
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 63074 ,
AVON CALLING
It. • part nf the wonderful world ef
conmetien. 40 or rent commingle..
Joie the world's   cosmetic
compasay. Cell Mrs. Mouth  272-2041.
:1 'salesmen wanted at E & L Sales
company 306 South Maui Street.
$100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le-
roy Tatum at 525-3795
MAIDS GUARANTEED GOOD NEW
York liven jobs 535-555 weekly fare
edvanced. HAROLD EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY, Dept. 22, 1.4nbrook, N.Y.
HOME FOR SALE
KEE AND COMPARE
LAveiy Fieldstone. or. Pine Hill School.
5375 down friel. all. Notes $65. No
qualifying' Neva Bostick. 357-5621,
n,grite. nary Myers Realty, 357-0361
APTS. FOR RENT
2 LARGE 3-ROOM & BATH APTS
for rent. 1029 and 1031 Ethelyn
Phone 324-7898
Autos For Sale
1959 Easel Ii cylinder *erne. 25,000
Mlles, New Cerburetor, Brake Linings.
Excellent Condition. Automatic Trams-
mission. $470. 683-1605 Between 8
am. A 3 P.m. 
For Sale Misc.
SPECIAL
MAYRF.RRY ROOK STORE
129 Reale
Filtiles sheet mimic. hietnries
fiction. and all kinds of new and
used books.
100 ACRESRAL
0001) ND
F
$210 TOTAL PRICE
$25 DOWN. $15 PER MONTH
FREE COLORED BROCHURE Special
For Sale Misc.
Furn. For Sale
FREE
Naw Type Hamburger Press
$5.00 VALUE
WITH PURCHASi OF ANY
APPLIANCE OR FURNITURE.
275-0435
Day or nite.
WILBUR TAYLOR
1616 So. Parkv.ay E.
RUMMAGE SALE BETH SH01.014
Synagogue. 462 PI Mendenhall lot
Wednesday. Thunklay. , and Friday.
Sept 22. 23 24 Open 10 A M In 6.
P M. (lothing. materials. draperies.
housewares, furniture end tope.
Business Services
WANT TO BUY - OLD SIGNS.
posters used before 1940 advertising
cigarettes, medicine., soft drinks. etc
anything from old Mores including
fixtursa. What do you have in your
back etoreroorrt Call MU 3-4684.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
crackerjack salesman to reach the 25 cents and 50 centsNegro market - Dial our want ad
department.
SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO
Extra gd., will deliver. 5100. 278.
*
One cltiphone C B Radio. 23 Chai.
New, Mobile Antenna and Base A,.
tenna. Everything needed for Mrthile
and Base Operation $200. 683-1605.
Between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
16 CHURCH PEWS. 8 FT. LONG.
$10 per pew. 397-1201
Services
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EABARRASSED
WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
BARBEE LAKE - r'ish all 110
$ 50; horseback riding i hr.
horseback riding in the ring for
children $.13; miniature golf, 18
:e- $.25; picnic grounds with
record music for schools,
churches, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
B OP) of recreation. 5108 Horn
I ake Rd., 398-1068 Hudson &
Hildn. Barbee, Managers.
526-8397
Our readers are waiting to buy ,nir
products - Let Tr -State Defender
deliver VOW' rt Ming message -
We reach a mita. market
_
BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS
10e per cent human lair. Ma-
chine made, $40. Hand made,
$90. Delivery in three weeks.
Hudson Barbee ;mport-Expoit.
5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068
Buy U. S.
Bonds
Send $1
Mavbary Book Shop, 359 Beale.
Histories, English, arid Ftetitin
INTERIOR DECORATING &
exterior designing, remodel-
ing, all types of construction
work. Sink tops, rubber and
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
cabinets custom made at very
low prices. We build additions,
rooms, paneling, roofing, con-
crete and brick work. No jobs
too large or small. Free esti-
mates. Memphis Construclii•
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-61111,.
Wigs 100q, Human Orte.ital Hair
Handmade. ."Value at $180. our price
$90 0Iachine made, value at $90. LOW
as 545. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
Wanted. Hudson Barbera Import & Ex-
lot 5108 Horn Lake Rd., Memphis.
Tenn. Ph. 398-1068.
FIRST PRINTING
POEM - Written While MK Lay In State.
Suitable For Framing.
P.O. Box 2205, Memphis
ATHAWS
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • (MOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300 
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162.164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
Buy U.S. Bonds
411
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